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1.0 
1.1 
INTELLIGENT SIMULATED FORCES 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
INTRODUCTION 
PUrpose 
The purpose of this report is to document the 
results of a literature search/ information survey performed 
in the a r ea of intelligent simulated forces. This information 
search was undertaken to assess the effectiveness and resource 
requirements of current intelligent simulated forces efforts, 
and to provide guidance for future enhancements. 
1. 2 Statement of the Problem 
There is a need for a semi-automated opposing force 
offering a va riable user interface that can accomodate 
controllers with different levels of expertise. Such an 
environment would most likely require the use of artificial 
intelligence and expert system techniques. This literature 
review investigated not o nly simulated forces design 
paradigms, but also traditional and artificially intelligent 
hardware and software strategies. 
2.0 INVESTIGATION METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Procedures 
Relevant information was garnered by investigating 
existing documentation, interviewing experts, and visiting the 
sites of ongoing efforts. 
2.1.1 Existinq Documentation 
2.1.1.1 PUblications 
An on-line search was performed , which originally 
resul ted in more than three hundred (300) articles. A copy 
of the results are included in Appendix A. A review of the 
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titles led to the request for sixty-eight (68) abstracts. A 
copy of the abstracts is located in Appendix B. 
Articles and abstracts were gleaned from magazines, 
journals, and conference and symposium proceedings. Some of 
the proceedings represented include those from 
Interservice/lndustry Training Systems Conferences, the 
Florida Artificial Intelligence Research symposium, the Annual 
AI Systems in Government Conference, and the Summer Simulation 
Conference. Documentation published by both Perceptronics and 
BBN for SIMNET was also encompassed in the literature review. 
A bibliography of this material may be found in Appendix c. 
copies of the books, papers, and articles deemed 
relevant were acquired from several sources, and placed on 
file in the 1ST library. All material contained in the 1ST 
library is available for review upon request. Additionally, 
1ST library information has been shared with the PM TRADE data 
base on a limited basis. A copy of the titles and 1ST library 
file numbers of articles of relevance to the simulated forces 
effort is contained in Appendix D. 
2.1.1.2 Commerce Business Daily postinqs 
The Commerce Business Daily publications for the 
months of January 1989 through July 1989 were reviewed for 
postings that related to intelligent simulated forces. 
Twenty-six (26) postings were considered relevant. Among the 
sponsoring organizations were the Rome Air Development Center, 
the Naval Underwater Systems Center, Kirtland Air Force Base, 
the Defense Nuclear Agency, and the Naval Training Systems 
Center. These organizations posted an interest in funding 
work in the area of intelligent simulated forces; the 
respondent firms were not investigated in the course of this 
literature search. The results of this review are included 
in Appendix E. 
2.1.2 Interviewing Experts 
Experts working in the simulated forces field were 
queried by members of the 1ST staff. Reports delineating the 
resul ts of these interviews were included in the monthly 
status reports already delivered. Additional copies are 
attached in Appendix F. 
2.1.3 Site Visits 
Multiple vendor sites were visited. Trip reports 
describing the information garnered were included in the 
status reports submitted monthly. copies are included in 
Appendix G. 
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3.0 SUMMARY 
This Intelligent Simulated Forces literature search 
was undertaken to evaluate current intelligent simulated 
forces efforts , and ascertain possible future trends and areas 
of augmentation. The effort included locating and acquiring 
the data, and entering it into the 1ST library. Access to all 
literature located in t he IST library is available upon 
request. 
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Distributed Memory and an Integral Approximation 
NTI S Prices : PC AD 3/MF ADl 
2/ 6/6 9 
1365721 N8 9-13173/ 4/ XAB 
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European Seminar on Neural Computing 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF ADI 
2/ 6/70 
1364167 AD-A201 042/9/XAB 
Operating Environment for the Jellybean Machine 
{Memorandum rept.} 
NTIS Prices: PC ADS / MF AD! 
2/6/71 
1361012 N89-11438/ 3/XAB 
Sopmcr: An Operating System for the Multiprocessor for 
Communication Networks 
NTIS Prices: PC A12/MF ADI 
2/6/72 
1361011 N89-11429/2/XAB 
Parallelizing Recursive Programs 
NTIS Prices : PC A03 / MF ADI 
2/6/73 
1360975 N89 - 11287/ 4/XAB 
CSM (Computational Structural Mechanics) Testbed 
Software System : A Development Environment for Structural 
Analysi s Methods on the NAS (Numerical Aerodynamic 
Simulator) Cray-2 
NTIS Prices: PC A03 / MF AD! 
2/ 6/ 74 
1360264 DE88016468/XAB 
BLAZE Family of Languages: Programming Environments 
for Shared and Distributed Memory Architectures 
Portions of this document are illegible in microfiche 
products. 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF AOl 
2/6/75 
135857 8 PB89 -116859/XAB 
Langage Modulaire de Specifications de Programmes 
paralleles et Sa Compilation (These) (Modular Language of 
Parallel Program Specifications and Its Compilation) 
NTIS Prices: PC ElO/ MF E10 
2/6/76 
1358316 N89-10216/4/XAB 
High Speed Fiber Optics Local Area Networks: Design and 
Implementation. Final Report, January 1, 1984-December 31, 
198 7 
NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF AOl 
2/6/77 
1358248 N89 - 10096/0/ XAB 
Advanced Data Management Design for Autonomou s 
Telerobotic Systems in space Using Spaceborne Symbolic 
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Processors 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N89-10063/0, PC A99 / MF E04) 
2/6/78 
135822 9 N89-10077/0/XAB 
Hierarchically Distributed Architecture for Fault 
Isolat ion Expert Systems on the Space Station 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N89-10063/0, PC A99/ MF E04) 
2/ 6/79 
1356758 PB89-122394/XAB 
GRAMPS (General Real - Time Asynchronous Multiprocessor 
System) Operating System: User's Guide 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF ADl 
2/6/80 
1356433 PB89-116388/ XAB 
Platinum Jubilee Conference on 
Process i ng. Held at Bangalore, India on 
NTI S Prices: PC E15/ MF AOl 
2/ 6 / 81 
1356360 PB89-115349/ XAB 
Systems and . Signal 
December 11-13 , 1986 
Languages and Methods for the Interface 11 
NTIS Prices : PC E03/MF E0 3 
2/6/82 
1356357 PB89 -115315/XAB 
ESPRIT SPAN Project: A Kernel System for Integrating 
Parallel Symbolic and Numeric Processing (Technical rept.) 
NTIS Prices: PC E05/MF E05 
2/6/83 
135603 7 N88-30350/ 8/XAB 
Parallel and Distributed Computation for 
Fault-Tolerant Object Recognition 
NTI S Prices : (Order as N88 - 30330/0, PC A19/MF A01) 
2/6/84 
1356011 N88-30321/ 9 / XAB 
Performance Analysis of FOOl (Fiber Distributed Data 
Interface) 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/ MF A01 
2/6/85 
1355342 NTN 88 - 0747 
Bibliography on Multiprocessors and Distributed 
Processing: This computerized data base yields citations, 
indexes, and cross-references (NTIS Tech Note) 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact: COSMIC 112 Barrow 
Hall, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602; (404) 542-3265. 
Refer to ARC-11568/TN. 
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2/6/86 
1354072 AD-A199 271/ 8/ XAB 
United States Air Force Program Office Guide to Ada 
(4th Edition) 
NTIS Prices: PC A05 / MF A01 
2/6/87 
1353917 PB89-851109/XAB 
Microcomputer Hardware Standards: Extended Industry Standard 
Architecture (EISA) . January 1983-November 1988 (Citations 
from The Computer Database) (Rept. for Jan B3-Nov 88) 
NTIS Prices: PC N01/ MF NOl 
2/6/88 
1353023 N88-29425/1/XAB 
Networking and AI (Artificial Intelligence) Systems: 
Requirements and Benefits (Abstract only) 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88-29351/9, PC A99/MF E04) 
2/6/89 
1353013 N88 -2 9415/2/XAB 
Design Consideration in constructing 
Performance Embedded Knowledge- Based Systems (KBS) 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88-29351/9, PC A99 / MF E04) 
2/6/90 
1353009 N88-29411/1/XAB 
Expert system for a Distributed Real-Time Trainer 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88-29351/9 , PC A99/MF E04) 
2/6/91 
1352989 N88-29391/5/XAB 
High 
AI (Artificial Intelligence) and Simulation: What Can 
They Learn from Each other 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88-29351/9, PC A99/ MF E04) 
2/6/92 
13 52984 N88 - 29386/5/XAB 
Distributed Cooperating Processes in a Mobile Robot Control 
System 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88-29351/9, PC A99/MF E04) 
2/6/93 
1352969 N88-29371/7/ XAB 
Intelligent Test Integration System 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88-29351/9 , PC A9 9/MF E04) 
2/6/94 
135222 6 DE88013609/ XAB 
Tools to Aid in the 
Patterns for Fortran Programs: 
Portions of this document 
products. 
NTIS Prices: PC A03 / MF AOl 
Analysis of 
LAPACK Working 
are illegible 
Memory Access 
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in microf iche 
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2/ 6/95 
1348416 AD-A198 201/ 6/ XAB 
Information Processing Research 
87) 
(Final rept. Jan 8S - Sep 
NTIS Prices: PC AIO/ MF ADl 
2/ 6/ 96 
1347904 PB88 - 253299/ XAB 
Data Management for Integrated Control Systems 
Included in Fuji Electric Jn1., v61 n6 p414-418 1988. 
NTIS Prices: (Order as PB88 -253281, PC E04/ MF ADl) 
2/6/97 
1347313 PB88-245196/XAB 
Database Snapshots: A Mechanism for Replication of Data 
in Distributed Databases 
NTIS Prices: PC EOBjMF E08 
2/ 6/ 98 
134502 6 AD-A197 197/7/ XAB 
Parallel Debugging Using Graphical Views (Technical rept.) 
NTI S Prices: PC AOJ / MF ADl 
2/ 6/ 9 9 
1344 9 3 3 AD-A197 103/ 5/ XAB 
Voyeur: Graphical Views of Parallel Programs 
rept. ) 
NTIS Prices: PC A03 / MF AOl 
2/ 6/ 100 
1344931 AD-A197 101/ 9/ XAB 
Experiences with POKER 
NTIS Prices : PC A03/MF ADl 
2/6/101 
13443 86 PB88 - 2 42250/ XAB 
Di s tributed Programming with Shared Data 
NTIS Prices: PC E03/MF ADl 
2/ 6/ 102 
134437 5 PB88-242144 / XAB 
Programming Languages for Distributed Systems 
NTIS Prices: PC E04 / MF AOl . 
2/ 6/ 103 _ 
1344015 N88 - 26823/ 0/ XAB 
Correctness criteria for Process Migration 
NTIS Prices: PC A03 / MF AOl 
2/ 6/ 10 4 
134217 0 AD-A1 96 93 1/0/ XAB 
(Technical 
Parallel Programming paradigms (Doctoral thesis) 
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NTIS Prices: PC A07/MF ADI 
2/6/105 
1341664 AD-A196 419/6/XAB 
Poker (4. 1 ) : A Programmer I s Reference Guide 
rept. ) 
(Technical 
NTIS Prices: PC A05/MF ADI 
2/6/106 
1341661 AD-A196 416/2/XAB 
Type Archi tectures, Shared Memory 
rept. ) 
and the Corollary of 
Modest Potential (Technical 
NTIS Prices: PC A03 /MF ADI 
2/6/107 
1 341275 PB88 - 868625/XAB 
DECNET: Digital Equipment corporation Network 
Architecture. January 1976-September 1988 (Citations from 
the INSPEC: Information Services for the Physics and 
Engineering communities Database) (Rept. for Jan 76 - Sep 88) 
NTIS Prices: PC NOI/MF NOl 
2/6/108 
1340814 PB88 - 234927/XAB 
Introduction to CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes) 
(Technical rept.) 
NTIS Prices: PC E04 / MF E04 
2/6/109 
1339597 AD-A196 133/3/XAB 
Exploiting Replication (Special rept . ) 
NTIS Prices: PC A04/MF AOl 
2/6/110 
1339013 AD-A195 520/2/XAB 
TAC-1: A Knowledge -Based 
Management Testbed (Interim 
NTIS Prices: PC A05/MF AOl 
2/6/111 
1337246 AD- A195 395/9/XAB 
Air 
rept. 
Force Tactical 
oct 86-Sep 87) 
Battle 
ACCESS: A Communicating and cooperating Expert Systems 
System 
(Final rept. 30 Jun 87-31 Jan BB) 
NTIS Prices: PC A06jMF AOl 
2/6/112 
1 335868 PB88-221056/XAB 
Ship Performance Monitoring system Development 
rept. ) 
NTIS Prices: PC A09jMF AOl 
2/6/ 11 3 
1335651 N88 - 24206/0/XAB 
(Final 
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Aerospace Energy Systems Laboratory: Requirements and Design 
Approach 
NTIS Prices: PC A03 / MF A01 
2/6/114 
1335646 N88 - 24199/7/XAB 
Mentat: An Object-Oriented Macro Data Flow System 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 
2/6/115 
1335640 N88-24193/0/XAB 
TALOS (Telemetry Analysis Logic for Operating Spacecraft) : 
A Distributed Architecture for Intelligent Monitoring and 
Anomaly Diagnosis of the Hubble Space Telescope 
NTIS Prices: (Order as NBB-24188/0, PC A04/MF A01) 
2/6/116 
133563 5 N88 - 24 188/0/XAB 
Third Conference on Artificial Intelligence for Space 
Applications, Part 2 
NTIS Prices: PC A04 / MF A01 
2/6/117 
1333285 N88 - 23489/3/XAB 
Timestamp Ordering Mechanism with Dynamic Select ion of 
Rollback Objects 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88-23485/1, PC A06jMF AOl) 
2/6/118 
1333269 N88 - 23467/9/XAB 
Distributed Matchmaking 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 
2/6/ 119 
13 33254 N88-23436/4/XAB 
Very Simple Construction for Atom i c Multiwriter Register 
NTIS Prices : PC A02/MF A01 
2/6/120 
1 332983 N88-23083/4/XAB 
strategies for Concurrent Processing of Complex Algorithms 
in Data Driven Architectures 
NTIS Prices: PC A04/MF A01 
2/6/121 
1 332768 DE88008019/XAB 
Graphical Multiprocessing Analysis Tool (GHAT) 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 
2/6/122 
1332523 AD-A194 128/5/XAB 
Cauldrons: An Abstraction for Concurr ent Problems Solving . 
Revision (Memorandum rept.) 
NTI S Prices: PC A03/MF AOI 
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2/ 6/ 12 3 
1332082 AD-A193 681/ 4/XAB 
Programming N-Cubes with a Graphical Parallel 
Programming Env ironment Versus an Extended Sequential Language 
(Technical rept . ) 
NTIS Prices: PC A03 / MF AOl 
2/6/ 124 
1332 050 AD-A193 648/3/ XAB 
Combined And-Or Parallel Execution of Logic Programs 
NTIS Prices: PC A03 / MF AOl 
2/6/12 5 
1331894 AD-A193 465/2/XAB 
Programming Language Concepts for Multiprocessors 
(Interim rept.) 
NTI S Prices : PC A03 / MF ADl 
2/6/ 126 
1 3 31892 AD-A193 463/7/XAB 
Force . (Parallel Programming Language) 
NTI S Prices: PC AO J/MF AOl 
(Interim rept.) 
2/6/ 127 
13 3 103 7 PB88-203997/XAB 
Distr ibuted Application Programming with Extended Prolog 
(Distribuerad Applikationsprogrammering med Utvidgad Prolog) 
NTI S Prices: PC E03/ MF AD! 
2/6/ 12 8 
133 089 1 N88 - 22589/1/XAB 
Colored Stochastic Petri net (es-Pn) Software: 
Application to the Validation and the Performance Evaluation 
of Distributed Systems 
NTIS Prices: PC AD3 / MF ADl 
2/6/ 12 9 
133081 7 N88-22399/ 5/ XAB 
Computational s tructural Mechanics for Engine structures 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88-22382/ l, PC Al4 / MF ADl) 
2/6/130 
1330 042 AD-A193 466/0/XAB 
Comparing Barrier Algorithms 
NTIS Prices: PC AD3/MF ADl 
(Interim rept.) 
2/ 6 / 131 
1329891 AD-A1 93 298/7/XAB 
Hearts: A Dialect of the Poker 
Speciali zed to Systolic Computation 
NTI S Prices : PC A02/NF AD} 
Progra~ing 
(Technical 
Environment 
rept . ) 
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2/ 6/ 132 
1 3 298 90 AD-A193 297/ 9 / XAB 
Poker on the cosmic Cube: The First 
Parallel Programming Language and Environment 
rept. ) 
Retargetable 
(Technical 
NTIS Prices! PC A03/MF AD! 
2/ 6/ 13 3 
1329888 AD-A193 295/ 3/ XAB 
Programming Solutions to the Algorithm Contraction Problem 
(Technical rept.) 
NTIS Prices: PC A02 / MF ADl 
2/6/134 
1329298 PB88-211156/XAB 
Architec ture for Distributed 
computer Integrated Manufacturing 
NTIS Prices : PC A04 / MF ADl 
2/6/ 13 5 
1 3 2 9055 PB8 8-201769/ XAB 
Data Management in 
Optimal Database Allocation in Distributed Computer Network 
Systems Included in Mitsubishi Denki Giho, v61 n12 p26- 29 
19 87. 
NTI S Pr i c es : (Order as PBBS-20I751, PC E04 / MF ADl) 
2/ 6/ 13 6 
132 8768 N88-21841/ 7/ XAB 
Opt ima l CMOS Structure for the Design of a Cell Library 
NTIS Prices : PC A04 j MF ADl 
2/ 6/ 13 7 
1 3 28685 N8 8 -21 7 09/ 6/ XAB 
Tec hno logy Mapping from Boolean Expressions to Standard 
Cells 
(Master's thesis) 
NTI S Prices: PC A04 / MF AO! 
2/6/ 138 
1328 676 N8 8-21696/ 5/ XAB 
Proposta de Um Sistema Paralelo 
Processame nto de Imagens (Proposal for a 
Image Processing Applications) 
NTI S Prices: PC AOJ / MF AOl 
2/ 6/ 13 9 
1328674 N8 8 -21694/0/XAB 
Com Aplicacoes Em 
Parallel System with 
Conception of a Knowledge-Based System for Designing 
Distributed Systems (Thesis) 
NTI S Prices : PC AIO/ MF AOl 
2/ 6/ 1 40 
1 3 28 670 N88 - 21688/ 2/ XAB 
Distribute d Operating Systems: An Overview 
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NTI S Prices: PC AOJ / MF AOl 
2/ 6/ 141 
1328650 N88-21659/3 / XAB 
ESKISS: A Program for Optimal State Assignment 
(Master ' s thesis) 
NTIS Prices: PC A04/MF ADl 
2/6/ 142 
1328649 N88-21658/ 5/ XAB 
Generating Layouts for Random Logic: Cell Generation Schemes 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF ADl 
2/6/143 
1328642 N88-21650/2/XAB 
Higher Levels of a Silicon Compiler (Masterls thesis) 
NTIS Prices: PC A05/ MF ADl 
2/6/144 
1328498 N88-21396/2/XAB 
GAOL: A Gate Array Description Language (Master ' s thesis) 
NTIS Prices: PC A06/MF ADl 
2/6/145 
1328156 NTN88-0343 
Positi on and Force Control for Multiple - Arm Robots: The 
number of arms can be increased without introducing undue 
complexity 
(NTIS Tech Note) 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Inquiries concerning 
rights for its commercial use should be addressed to 
Edward Ansell, Director of Patents and Licensing, Mail Stop 
301-6, California Institute of Technology, 1207 East 
California Boulevard, Pasadena, CA 91125; Refer to 
NPO- 16811/ TN . 
NTIS Prices: Not available NTIS 
2/6/ 146 
132673 7 AD-A192 387/ 9 / XAB 
Force User's Manual (Revision) 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/ MF A01 
2/6/147 
1326531 TIB/B88 - 81046/XAB 
(Interim rept.) 
SUPRENUM. Semi-automatic parallelization of Fortran programs 
NTIS Prices: PC E07 
2/6/148 
13262 61 PB88 - 865043/XAB 
Computer Networks: Data Communication Arc hitecture and 
Development. January 1975-May 1988 (Citations from the 
INSPEC: Information Services for the Physics and Engineering 
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Communities Database) (Rept . for Jan 75 - May 88) 
NTIS Prices: PC NOI/MF NOl 
2/6/149 
1 325709 N88 - 210B2/B/XAB 
German Processing and Archiving Facili t y fo r ERS - l 
(Final Report) 
NTIS Prices: PC A12/MF AOl 
2/6/150 
1325659 NBB - 20B92/ 1/XAB 
Amoeba Replicat ed Serv i ce Organisat ion 
NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF AOl 
2/6/151 
1325650 NBB - 20B75/6/XAB 
GM: A Gate Matrix Layout Generator 
NTIS Prices: PC A04/MF AD! 
2/6/152 
1325649 NBB - 20B74/9/XAB 
(Mast er ' s thesis) 
Two Normal Form Theorems for Communicating Sequential 
Processes (eSP) Program 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF ADl 
2/6/153 
1325647 NBB-20B72/3/XAB 
Designing Equivalent Semantic Models for Process Creation 
NTIS Prices: PC ADS/MF ADl 
2/6/154 
132551B NBB-20549/7/XAB 
Gridless ,Routing for Generalized Cell Assemblies : Report and 
User Manual 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF AOl 
2/6/155 
1323071 PB88-1BB446/XAB 
Issues and Recommendations Associated with Distributed 
Computation and Data Management Systems for t h e Space sciences 
NTIS Prices: PC AD6/MF AD1 
2/6/156 
13219B9 DEBB006223/XAB 
Activities and Operations of the Advanced computing 
Research F4cility, October 1986- 0ctober 1987 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF AOl 
2/6/157 
1321572 AD- A191 432/4/XAB 
Year of Programming (Final technical rept.) 
NTIS Prices : PC A04/MF AOl 
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2/6/158 
1321242 AD-A191 094/2/XAB 
Proceedings from the Workshop on Large- Grained Parallelism 
(2nd) Held in Hidden Valley, Pennsylvania on October 11 - 14, 
1987 
(Final rept.) 
NTIS Prices: PC A06/ MF ADl 
2/6/159 
1321106 AD-A190 956/3/XAB 
UNIX Based Programming Tool s for Locally Distributed Network 
Applications (Master's t hesis) 
NTIS Prices: PC A06/ MF AOl 
2/6/160 
132 1087 AD-A190 936/5/XAB 
Proceedings of the National Conference on Ada (trade 
mark) Technology (6th) Held on 14 - 18 March 1988 in Arlington, 
VA 
NTIS Prices: PC A99/ MF AO! 
2/6/161 
1320158 N88-19147/3/XAB 
Distributed computation of Graphics Primitives on a 
Transputer Network 
NTIS Prices: PC A02 / MF AOl 
2/6/162 
132004 8 N88 - 18 794/3/XAB 
Design and Implementation of the Technical Facilities 
Controller (TFC) for the Goldstone Deep Space Communications 
Complex 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88 - l8774/5, PC AlO/ MF AOl) 
2/6/163 
131964 6 DE88005815/XAB 
DIME (Distributed Irregular Mesh Environment): A 
Programming Environment for Unstructured Triangular Meshes 
on a Distributed-Memory Parallel Processor 
Portions of this document are illegible i n microfiche 
products . 
NTIS Prices : PC A03 / MF AOl 
2/6/164 
1318792 AD-A190 630/ 4/XAB 
Programming Env ironments for Systolic Arrays 
rept. ) 
(Technical 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF AOl 
2/6/ 165 
1318555 AD-A190 383/0/XAB 
Mult iScheme: A Parallel 
(Massachusetts Institute of 
t hesis) 
Processing 
Technology) 
System Based on MIT 
Scheme (Doctoral 
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NTIS Prices: PC Allj MF AOl 
2/6/166 
1318554 AD-A190 382/ 2/ XAB 
Argus Reference Manual (Technical rept.) 
NTIS Prices: PC ADS / MF ADl 
2/ 6/ 1 67 
1318350 AD-A190 171/9/XAB 
Automated Interactive Simulation 
Version 5 .0 User ' s Manual (Final rept. 
NTIS Prices: PC A17jMF ADl 
2/6/168 
1317109 N88-18289/4/XAB 
Model 
14 May 
(AISIM) 
86-15 May 
VAX 
87) 
Experiences with Serial and Parallel Algorithms for Channel 
Routing Using Simulated Annealing 
NTIS Prices: PC A04/MF AD! 
2/ 6/ 1 69 
13157 02 AD-A189 856/ 8 / XAB 
Mobile Remote Manipulator System Simulator 
NTIS Prices: PC A02 / MF ADl 
2/6/170 
1 315695 AD-A189 849/3/XAB 
Implemen tation of a Distributed Adaptive Routing Algorithm 
on the Intel iPSe ( Intel Personal Super-Computer) (Master's 
thesis) 
NTI S Prices: PC A06/ MF ADl 
2/6/ 171 
1315545 AD-A189 697/6/XAB 
Architecture of MRMS Simulation: Distributing Processes 
NTIS Prices: PC A02 / MF ADl 
2/6/ 172 
1314503 PB8 8 -162862 / XAB 
Duali ty o f Fault Tolerant System Structures 
NTIS Prices: PC E03/MF E03 
2/6/173 
1 3 14374 N88-17326/ 5/ XAB 
Implementation and Use of Ada on Distributed 
Systems with High Reliability Requirements . Annual Progress 
Report, January 1, 1987-February 14, 1988 
NTIS Prices: PC A03 / MF A01 
2/ 6/ 174 
1314 37 1 N88 -1 73 12/5/XAB 
Systeme de Programmation Parallele Occam/ Ada 
(Occam/Ada Parallel Programming System) (Doctoral thesis) 
NTIS Prices : PC A07/MF A01 
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2/6/175 
1314341 N88 - 17263/0/XAB 
Communication and Control in an Integrated Manufacturing 
System NTIS Prices: (Order as N88-17206/9 , PC A23/MF ADl) 
2/6/176 
1314340 N88-17262/2/XAB 
Software for Integrated Manufacturing Systems. Part 2 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88-17206/9, PC A23/MF ADl) 
2/6/177 
1314339 N88-17261/4/XAB 
Software for Integrated Manufacturing Systems, Part 1 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88-17206/9, PC A23/MF ADl) 
2/6/178 
131433 7 N88-17259/8/XAB 
Implementing Clips on a Parallel Computer 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88-17206/9, PC A23/MF ADl) 
2/6/179 
1314316 N88 - 17238/2/XAB 
Teaching Artificial Neural Systems to Drive: Manual 
Training Techniques for Autonomous Systems 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88-17206/9, PC A23/MF ADl) 
2/6/180 
1314308 N88-17230/9/XAB 
Task Allocation in a Distributed Computing System 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88-17206/9 , PC A23 / MF AD!) 
2/6/181 
1314289 N88-17211/9/XAB 
Development of a Comprehensive 
Environment NTIS Prices: (Order as 
A01) 
2/6/182 
1314284 N88-17206/9/XAB 
Software Engineering 
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Use of Ada technology for the design and 
implementation of large distributed systems in the context 
of the Columbus space station program was assessed by 
developing in Ada a prototype of an on-board data 
management system (DMS) . Results and lessons learned by 
applying a virtual node approach together with hierarchical 
object oriented design contr ibute t o a better understand i ng 
and management of the use of Ada technol ogy. Th is 
approach provides the definition of a development 
framework very well adapted to the Columbus DMS context. By 
defin ing applications and services software as Ada virtual 
nodes it is possible to design the whole system as a single 
Ada program, structured according to the architecture adopted 
for OMS . 1he applications could be developed in parallel 
on geographically 
distr ibuted sites and be validated individually using thi s 
initial model and the corresponding interface 
specification. The final integration process could 
concentrate on the operationa l validation of the system . in 
distributed configurat ion (the functional validation 
in centralized configuration being obtained at t he end of 
the firs t phase). The efficient implementation of thi s 
method r equi res support tool s for: checking the rules 
i mposed by the virtual node approach; and scanning 
virtual node specifications (Ada packages) in o rde r to 
generate a surroga t e soft·ware layer to provide 
s ynta c tica lly transpa rent communication between virtual nodes 
located on distinct physical p r ocessors. 
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The Clouds project is well underway to its goal of 
building a unified distributed operating system supporting 
the object model . The operati ng system design uses the object 
concept of structuring software at all levels of the system. 
The basic operating system was developed and work is under 
progress to build a usable system. 
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The goal of the Qlisp project at Stanford is to gain 
experience · with the shared-memory, queue-based approach to 
parallel Lisp, by implementing the Qlisp language on an 
actual multiprocessor, and by developing a symbolic algebra 
system as a testbed application. The experiments performed 
on the simulator included: 1. Algorithms for sorting and 
basic data structure manipulation for polynomials. ·2. 
Partitioning and scheduling methods for parallel programming. 
3. parallelizing the production rule system OPS5. Computer 
programs . (j es) 
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In NASA , Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, First 
International Conference on Ada (R) Programming Language 
Applicati ons for the NASA Space Station, Volume 2 10 p. 
NTIS Prices! (Order as N89 - 16326/5, PC A22 / MF AOl) 
Country of Publication: United states 
The Ada programming language provides a means of 
specifying logical concurrency by using multitasking. 
Extending the Ada multitasking concurrency mechanism into 
a physically concurrent distributed environment which imposes 
its own requirements can lead to incompatibilities. These 
problems are discussed. Using distributed Ada for a target 
system may be appropriate. but when using the Ada 
language in a host environment, a multiprocessing model may 
be more suitable than retargeting an Ada compiler for the 
distributed environment. The tradeoffs between multitasking 
on distributed targets and multiprocessing on distributed 
hosts are discussed. Comparisons of the multitasking and 
multiprocessing models indicate 
different areas of application. 
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Certain types of software facilities are needed in 
a Space Station Information Systems Environment; the 
Common APSE (Ada Program Support Environment) Interface 
Set (CAIS) was proposed as a means of satisfying them. The 
reasonableness of this is discussed by examining the 
current CAIS, considering the changes due to the latest 
Requirements and Criteria (RAC) document, and postulating the 
effects on the CAIS 2.0. Finally, a few additional comments 
are made on the problems inherent in the Ada language itself, 
especially on its deficiencies when used for implementing 
large distributed processing and data base applications. 
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Despite considerable commercial exploit ation of fault 
tolerance systems, significant and difficult research 
problems remain in such areas as fault detection and 
correction. A research project is described which constructs 
a distributed computing test bed for loosely .coupled 
computers. The project is constructing a t ool kit to 
support research into distributed control algorithms, 
including a distributed Ada compiler, distributed debugger, 
test harnesses, and environment monitors. The Ada compiler is 
being written in Ada and will implement distributed computing 
at the sUbsystem level . The design goal is to provide a 
variety of control mechanics for distributed programming while 
retaining total transparency at the code level. 
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This paper first describes a h ierarchical model for 
very large area networks (VLAN) . Space communication 
problems whose solution could profit by the model are 
discussed and then an enhanced version of this model 
incorporating the knowledge needed for the missile 
detection-destruction problem is presented. A satellite 
network or VLAN is a network which includes at least one 
satellite. Due to the complexity, a compromise between 
fully centralized and fully distributed network management ha s 
been adopted. Network nodes are assigned to a physically 
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localized group, called a partition. Partitions consist of 
groups of cell nodes with one cell node acting as the 
organizer or master, called the Group Master (GM). 
Coordinating the group masters is a Partition Master (PM). 
Knowledge is also distributed hierarchically eXisting in 
at least two nodes. Each sate l lite node has a back- up 
earth node. Knowledge must be distributed in such a way so 
as to minimize information loss when a node fails. Thus the 
model is hierarchical both physically and informationally. 
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The Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FOOl) 
high-speed token- ring protocol provides support for two 
classes of service: synchronous, to support applications 
which require deterministic access to the channel, and 
asynchronous, to support applications which do not have 
such stringent response - time requirements. The purpose of 
this paper is to determine how 
to set ring parameters to support synchronou s traffic most 
efficiently. Both theoretical results and results obtained 
from a simulation study are presented. 
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the following advantages: a smooth frequency response up 
to 5GHz, relative intensity noise less than - 145dB/Hz, 
side-model suppression r atio better than 35dB during 
high-bit-rate modulation, high output - power stability « or 
= O. 2dB) over a wide 0 approx. 60 degrees C 
operating- temperature range, and efficient cooling. 
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There is a need to explore methods for reducing 
lengthly computer turnaround or clock. time associated 
with engineering design problems . Different strategies can 
be employed to reduce this turnaround time. One strategy is 
to run validated analysis software on a network. of existing 
smaller computers so that portions of the computation 
can be done in parallel. This paper focuses on the 
implementation of this method using two types of p r oblems. 
The first type is a traditional structural design 
optimizatic:1 problem, which is characterized by a simple 
data flow and a complicated analysis . The second type of 
problem uses an existing computer program designed to study 
multilevel optimization techniques. This problem is 
characterized by complicated data flow and a simple analysis. 
The paper shows that distributed computing can be a 
viable means for reducing computational turnaround t ime 
for engineering design problems that lend themselves to 
decomposition. Parallel computing can be accomplished with a 
minimal cost in terms of hardware and software. 
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Topics range from neural systems and models 
languages and architectures to the respective 
and American perspectives on neurocomputing. 
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(Brazil) . 
Corp. Source Codes: 058511000; 10601891 
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Journal Announcement: GRAI8905; STAR2702 
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NTIS Prices: PC A12/ MF AO! 
Country of PUblication: Brazil 
This work presents a distributed system developed at INPE, 
designed for the Multiprocessor for Network Communications 
(MCR). The system supports execution of application 
processes by request from other processes or external 
events. These processes communicate with each other 
by asynchronously eXChanging messages; the use of a 
logical entity called channel permits the interprocess 
communications, independently of where the 
processes are being executed . The MeR was designed to 
bepart of a packet-switching communications subnetwork node, 
among other applications; therefore the system must support 
the implementation of the lower layers of a communications 
protocol (layers 2 and 3 in the ISO/ OSI architecture). . 
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Raumfahrt e.V., Stuttgart (Germany, F.R.). lnst . fuer 
Technische Physik. 
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Journal Announcement: GRAI8901 
In German, 
NTIS Prices: PC E09 
Country of Publication: Germany, Federal Republic of 
After taking a look at the present situation of energy 
supply in the Federal Republic of Germany the book 
reports on the non-nuclear energy research of 1972-1982. The 
topic is divided into following main points; 1) Criteria of 
supporting technologies; 2) A comprehensive look at the 
support programs and the classification of the individual 
areas; 3) The program 'non-nuclear energy systems'; 4) The 
partial program I rational utilization of energy in the 
spheres of application and secondary energy'; 5) The partial 
program 'new energy sources';and 6) The partial program 'coal 
and other fossil energy sources I. (UA). (Copyright (c) 1988 
by FIZ. citation no. 88:081947.) 
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BLAZE Family of Languages: Programming Environments 
for Shared and Distributed Memory Architectures 
Mehrotra, P. ; Van Rosendale, J. 
Argonne National Lab., IL. Mathematics and Computer Science 
Div . Corp. Source Codes: 001960004; 9502076 
Sponsor: Department of Energy, Washington, DC. 
Report No . ! ANL/MCS-TM-I0B 
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Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8905; NSA1300 
Portions of this document are illegible in microfiche 
products. NTIS Prices: PC A03 / MF AOI 
Country of Publication: United States 
Contract No.: W-31109-ENG-38 
Designing software environments for parallel computers .is 
a central issue in parallel computing research. This paper 
discusses this issue and the alternate approaches to 
resolving it which are being studied. We also look at the way 
in which the type of parallel architecture constrains the 
design of the programming environments. Shared memory 
multiprocessors provide the most freedom in the design of 
effective programming environments, but are more costly than 
nonshared memory architectures of comparable power . After this 
general discussion, we describe two new parallel 
programming languages, BLAZE 2 and KALI. The first of these, 
BLAZE 2 , is a high level language for shared memory 
mul tiprocessors. The second, KALI, is a moderately 
high-level language for distributed memory architectures. 
We conclude with a brief discussion of the differences 
between these two languages, which are a consequence of 
the difference between shared and non-shared memory 
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High Speed Fiber optics Local Area Networks: Design and 
Implementation. Final Report, January 1, 1984-December 31, 
1987 
Tobagi, F. A. 
Stanford Univ., CA. 
Corp. Source Codes: 009225000: 50380476 
Sponsor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Washington, DC. 
Report No.: NAS 1.26:182432; NASA-CR-182432 
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Journal Announcement: GRAI8904; STAR2701 
NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF ADI 
Country of Publication: United States 
Contract No.: NAG2-292 
The design of high speed local area networks (HSLAN) for 
communication among distributed devices requires solving 
problems in three areas: (1) the network medium and its 
topology; (2) the medium access control; and (3) the network 
interface. Considerable progress has been made in all 
areas . Accomplishments are divided into two groups according 
to their theoretical or experimental nature. A brief 
summary is given in Section 2, including references t o papers 
which appeared in the literature, as well as to Ph.D. 
dissertations a nd technical reports published at Stanford 
University. 
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Experiences with POKER 
Notkin, D. Socha, D. Snyder, L. Bailey, M. L. 
Forstall, B. 
Washington Univ., Seattle. Dept. of Computer Science. 
Corp. Source Codes: 005042231: 395224 
Apr 88 12p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8824 
Sponsored in part by Grant AFOSR-88-0023 . 
NTIS Prices: PC AD3/MF ADl 
Country of Publication: United States 
Contract No.: N00014-86-K-0264; NSF-CCR84-16878 
Experience from over five years o£ building nonshared 
memory parallel programs using the Poker Parallel Programming 
Environment has positioned us to evaluate our approach to 
defining and developing parallel programs. This paper presents 
the more significant results of our evaluation of Poker. The 
evaluation is driving our next effort in parallel programming 
environment; many of the results should be sufficiently 
general to apply to other related efforts. Keywords: 
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programm i ng Languages for Distributed Systems 
8a1, H. E. ; steiner, J. G. ; Tanenbaum, A. S. 
Vrije Unlv. , Ams t erdam (Netherlands). Subfaculteit 
Wisxunde en Informatica. 
Corp. Source Codes : 0 1950701 1: 
Sponsor: Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam (Netherlands). 
Report No.: IR-147 
Feb 88 84p 
Languages : English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8823 
Prepared in cooperation wi th Mathematisch 
centrum, Amsterdam (Netherlands) . 
NTIS Prices: PC E04 / MF ADl 
country of publication: Netherlands 
The pape r presents a survey of recent research in 
programming distributed systems, with the emphasis on new 
programming languages specifically designed for this purpose. 
Short descriptions are given of 20 languages. In addition , a 
comprehensive bibliography provides over 250 references to 
more 
than 10 0 languages for distributed programming. 
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Parallel Programming Paradigms (Doctoral thesis) 
Nelson, P. A. 
Washington Univ., Seattle. Dept. of Computer Science. 
Corp. Source Codes : 005042231; 395224 
Report No .: TR-87-0 7- 02 
J ul 87 142p 
Languages: English Document Type: Thesis 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8 823 
Sponsor ed in part by Grant NSF-DCR84 - 16878. 
NTIS Prices : PC A07 / MF A01 
Country of Publication: United States 
Contract No. : N00014-86-K-0264; N00014-85-K-0328 
Paradigms for the development of sequential 
a lgor ithms, such as divide-and- conquer and the greedy 
method, are well known . Paradigms for the development of 
p a rallel a l gorithms, especially algorithms for non - shared 
memory MIMD machines, a r e not well known. These paradigms 
are important, not only as tools for the d e velopment of new 
algori thms , but also because algorithms using the same 
paradigm often have common properties that can be 
exploited by operations such as contraction. Thi s 
dissertation identifies four prima r y paradigms used by 
non-shared memory MIMD algorithms. . They are 
compute-aggregate-broadcast, divide-and-conquer, pipelining, 
and reduct ion . Comput e - aggregate - broadcast is used, for 
example, in numerical approximation algorithms like 
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the conjugate gradient iterations. Three variations of the 
cornpute-aggregate-broadcast paradigm are studied. 
Divide-and-conquer is shown to be applicable to parallel 
algorithms. The relationship between divide-and-conquer 
algorithms and the n-cube is studied . Systolic 
techniques are known to be broadly applicable for the 
development of MIMD algorithms. Systolic algorithms are shown 
to be members of the more general pipelining paradigm. 
Finally, the reduction paradigm is briefly studied. The 
contraction problem, the problem arising when an algorithm 
requires more processors than are available on the 
execution machine, is studied . Special attention is given to 
common solutions to the contraction problem in each paradigm. 
(KR) 
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Poker (4.1): A Programmer's Reference Guide (Technical 
rept . ) 
Snyder, L. 
Washington Univ., Seattle . Dept. of Computer Science. 
Corp. Source Codes: 005042231; 395224 
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Apr 88 97p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8823 
NTIS Prices: PC A05/MF AO! 
Country of Publication: United states 
Contract No.: NOOO!4 - 86-K-0264; NSF-CCR84-16878 
This document gives a succinct description of the 
facilities available with the Poker Parallel Programming 
Environment. The emphasis is on what is available rather 
than how to achieve particular results. Al though the 
sections are self-contained, so that they may be referred to 
independently, there are a few things you should know: 1) 
Poker uses interactive graphics. The graphics are described 
in Section 2; the interaction is described in section 3; 2) 
The usual programming language notion of a 'source program' 
as a monolithic piece of symbolic text has been replaced 
in Poker by a database. The way to create, view, and change 
the database is described in section 4; 3) Object programs 
(the 'compiled database') are executed or emulated by Poker 
and snapshots of the execution can be continuously 
displayed; 4) Poker supports a variety of CHiP 
architectures; the current one . can be displayed or changed 
using the CHiP Parameters facility; Section 7; 5) The back 
page of this document gives a summary of the commands; and 6) 
Other versions of Poker exists; consult Appendix B for your 
particular system. (kr) 
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Engineering Communities Database) CRept. for Jan 76-Sep 88) 
National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA. 
Corp. Source Codes: 055665000 
Sep 88 63 p 
Languages: English Document Type: Bibliography 
Journal Announcement: GRAI88 22 
Supersedes PB87-867958. 
NTIS Prices: PC N01/ MF NOl 
Country of Publication: United States 
This bibl iography contains citations concerning the network 
architecture DECNET provided by the Digital Equipment 
Corporation. Topics include hardware and software for 
implementing communications between different computer 
operating systems. DECNET I S ability to create resource 
sharing, communications networks, and distributed computing 
i s examined by employing specialized protocol layers which 
serve th e functions of network control, data access control, 
interprogram communications, and automatic error detection 
and retra nsmission. Applications for medical information 
systems, chemical laboratories, electronic mail systems, 
and industrial process control are presented. (Th is updated 
b ibliogr aphy contains 126 citations, 40 of which are new 
entries to the previous edition .) 
? t 1356758/ 7;t 1 356357/7; t 1 356011/7 ;t 1353023/7 ;t 
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GRAMPS (General Real-Time Asynchronous Multiprocessor 
System) Operating System: User's· Guide 
Mansbach, P. ; Shneier, M. 
National Bureau o f Standards, Gaithersburg, MD. 
Corp. Sou r ce Codes: 08191400 0 ; 
Sponsor: Philips Labs., Briarcliff Manor, NY. 
Re port No.: NBSIR- 88/3776 
Sep 88 43p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8903 
Prepared in cooperation with Philips Labs . , Briarcliff 
Manor, NY. NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 
Country of Publication: United States 
The gu ide describes the GRAMPS real-time multiprocessor 
operating system from an applications viewpoint. It presents 
the information needed t o use GRAMPS in implementing 
distributed processing applications. Additional information 
needed by an administrator to set up and maintain a specific 
appl ication appears in the Administrator's Guide . 
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ESPRIT SPAN Proj ect: A Kernel System for Integrating 
Parallel Symbolic and Numeric Processing (Technica l rept. ) 
Refenes, A. N. i MCCabe , S . C. ; Treleaven, P. C. 
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University ColI., London (England). Dept . of Compute r 
Science. 
Corp. Source Codes: 019989026 
Report No.: UCL-CS-TR-149 
May 88 30p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8903 
NTIS Prices: PC E05/ MF E05 
Country of Publication: united Kingdom 
wi thin ESPRIT, Europe I s $3 bill ion Information 
Technology research program, projects are developing next 
generation parallel computers. Each project is undertaken 
by a consortium of companies and universities. One such 
consortium (SPAN) is inve~tigating the int egration of 
numeric and symbolic process1ng involving research at the 
applications, language , and architecture levels . The core 
of the SPAN project consists of a Kernel System which 
connects languages a nd applications to a range of parallel 
computer architectures. The Kernel System comprises a 
Target Machine Language and its corresponding Virtual 
Machine. The paper describes the design of the SPAN Target 
Machine La nguage and its Virtual Machine. The Target Machine 
Language is a procedural programming language prov iding 
explicit constructs to facilitate parallel execution of 
programs and primi t ive n-ary list operations to support 
array and list-processing in a uniform way. 
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Performance Analysis of FDD! (Fiber Distributed Data 
Interface) Johnson, M. J . 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Moffett 
Field, CA. , Ames Research Center. 
Corp. Source Codes: 019045001; NC473657 
Report No. : NAS 1.2 6 :183206; RIACS-TR-88.11; NASA-CR- 1832 06 
Apr 88 20p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement : GRAI8903; STAR2624 
NTI S Prices: PC A03/ MF AO l 
country of Publication: United States 
Contrac t No.: NCC2-387 
The Fibe r Distributed Data Interface (FOOl) is an emerging 
ANSI and ISO s tandard for a 100 megabi t per second 
fiber opti c token ring. The perfo rmance of the FOOl me dia 
access control protocol is ' analyzed using a simulation 
deve l oped at NASA Ames. Both analyses using standard measures 
of perform~nce (including average delay for asynchronous 
traffic, channel utilization, and transmission queue length ) 
and analyses of characteristics of ring behav i or which can 
be attributed t o constraints imposed by the 
timed t oken protocol on token holding time ' (including 
bounded token rotation time, support for synchronous 
traffic, and fairness of channe l access for nodes transmitting 
asynchronous t raff ic) are included. 
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Networking and AI (Artificial Intelligence) Systems: 
Requirements and Benefits (Abstract Only) 
Gold Hill Computers, Inc., Cambridge, MA. 
Corp. Source Codes: 092849000; Gl146597 
Sponsor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Washington, DC. 
Aug 88 2p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8902; STAR2623 
In NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center, Second Conference 
on Artificial Intelligence for Space Applications p 623-624. 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88-29351/9, PC A99/MF E04) 
Country of Publication: United States 
The price performance benefits of network systems is well 
documented. The ability to share expensive resources sold 
timesharing for mainframes, department clusters of 
minicomputers, and now local area networks of workstations 
and servers. In the process, other fundamental system 
requirements emerged. These have now been generalized 
with open system requirements for hardware, software, 
applications and tools. The ability to interconnect a 
variety of vendor products has led to a specification of 
interfaces that allow new techniques to extend existing 
systems for new and exciting applications. As an example 
of the message passing system, local area networks provide 
a testbed for many of the issues addressed by future 
concurrent architectures: synchronization, load balancing, 
fault tolera nce and scalability. Gold Hill has been 
working with a number of vendors on distributed architectures 
that range from a network of workstations to a hypercube of 
microprocessors with distributed memory_ Results from early 
applications are promising both for performance and 
scalability. 
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Design Consideration in Constructing High 
Performance Embedded Knowledge-Based Systems (KBS) 
Dalton, S. D. ; Daley, P. C. 
Martin Marietta Aerospace, Denver, CO. Denver Div. 
Corp. Source Codes: 100103001: MI411300 
Sponsor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Washington, DC. 
Aug BB 6p 
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In NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center, Second Conference 
on Artificial Intelligence for Space Applications p 591-596. 
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As the hardware trends for artificial intelligence (AI) 
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involve more and more complexity, the process of optimizing 
the computer system design for a particular problem will also 
increase in complexity. Space applications of knowledge based 
systems (KBS ) will often require an ability to perform both 
numerically intensive vector ~omputations and real 
time symbolic computations. Although parallel machines 
can theo retically achieve the speeds necessary for most of 
these problems, if the application itself is not highly 
parallel, the machine's power cannot be utilized. A scheme 
is presented which will provide the computer systems engineer 
with a tool for analyzing machines with various 
configurations of array , symbolic, scaler, and 
mul tiprocessors. High speed networks and 
interconnections make customized, d istributed, inte l l i gent 
systems feasible for the application of AI in space. The 
method presented can be used t o optimize such AI system 
configurations and to make comparisons between existing 
computer systems . It is an open question whether or not, for 
a given mission requirement, a 
suitable computer system design can be constructed for any 
amount of money. 
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Purinton, S. C. ; Wang, C. K. 
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In Its Second Conference on Artificial 
Intelligence for space Applications p 545 - 554. 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N88 - 29351/9, PC A99/MF E04) 
Country of Publication: United States 
The problem addressed by this expert system concerns the 
expa ns ion o f c apability of a Real Time Trainer for the 
Spacelab flight crew . As requirements for more model s or 
fidelity are placed upon the system, expansion is 
necessary. The simulator can be expanded using a larger 
processor or by going to a distributed system and 
expand by adding additional processors. The distributed 
system is preferable because it is more economical and can be 
expa nded i n a more incremental manner. An expert system was 
devel oped to evaluate modeling and timing capability within 
a real time training simulator. The expert system is based 
upon a distributed configuration . Components of the modeled 
system are control tasks, network tasks, emulator tasks, 
processors, displays, and a network. The distributed module 
expert system (DMES) allows the configuring of processors, 
tasks , 
display use, keyboard use, and select ion of alternat e methods 
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to update the data buffer. Modules can be defined with 
execution occurring in a specific processor on a network. The 
system consists of a knowledge front end editor to 
interactively generate or update the knowledge base, an 
inference engine, a display module, and a recording module. 
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A mobile inspection robot has been proposed for the NASA 
Space Station . It will be a free flying autonomous vehicle 
that will leave a berthing unit to accomplish a variety of 
inspection tasks around the Space Station, and then return to 
its berth to recharge, refuel, and transfer information. The 
Flying Eye robot will receive voice communication to change 
its attitude, move at a constant velocity, and move to a 
predefined location along a self generated path. This 
mobile robot control system requires integration of 
traditional command and control techniques with a 
number of AI technologies. Speech recognition , natural 
language understanding, task and path planning, sensory 
abstraction and pattern recognition are all required for 
successful implementation. The interface between the 
traditional numeric control techniques and the symbolic 
processing to the AI technologies must be developed, and 
a distributed computing approach will be needed to meet 
the real time computing requirements. To study the 
integration of the elements of this project, a novel mobile 
robot control architecture and simulation based on the 
blackboard architecture was developed. The control system 
operation and structure is discussed. 
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This report describes the framework for, and a 
demonstration vehicle of, a knowledge-based testbed for 
integrating multiple artificial intelligence systems into 
a distributed processing network for purposes for evaluation 
and exploitation. TAC-l is a version of the testbed applied 
to the d omain of Air Force tactical battle management. The 
domain- independent framework includes a centralized contro l 
subnet, i ncluding a message router and a common p'rotocol 
language fo r message passing among component systems . A 
Common Database and a Common Knowledge Base are essential 
components of the testbed. The Router directs data queries to 
the Common Database (one of the hosted systems) and, 
through the use of a Common Knowl~dge Base, directs service 
requests to the systems which can handle them. Keywords: 
Knowledge based systems, Distributed artificial 
intellige nce, Cooperating knowledge based systems, Knowledge 
based tactical battle management. (sdw) 
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The pr ima ry focus of Phase I was to prototype a development 
environment, ACCESS, for A Communicating and Cooperating 
Expert Systems System. More generally, this work explored the 
question of what capabilities were needed in a development 
env ironme nt for embedding distributed knowledge-based 
systems applications on personal computer or work-station 
class platforms. The stated goal of the Phase I research 
and development e ffort was to investigate and implement a 
software environment for the realization of cooperating 
knowledge s o urc e s on pe r sonal computers. This system was to 
be Lisp based , distributed processing was to be facilitated 
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by message passing using TeP/ IP, control was to be 
accomplished by meta-level objects and a variety of features 
were to be provided to aid developers in building such 
systems. Underlying these goals was the assumption that the 
tools needed to support such an effort, mainly Common 
Lisp, Portable Common Loops and TeP/ IP, were adequate to do 
so. During the course of this work Symbiotics found several 
short- comings in t hese software tools and identified a need 
for higher level tools to facilitate distributed processing 
development. This report documents that work and the results 
of the Phase I effort . 
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Strategies for Concurrent Processing of Complex Algorithms 
in Data Driven Architectures 
stoughton, J. W. ; Mielke, R. R. 
Old Dominion Univ., Norfolk, VA. 
Corp. Source Codes: 045163000; OS853217 
Sponsor: National Aeronautics and Space Adminis t ration, 
Washington, DC. 
Report No.: NAS 1.26:181657 ; NASA-CR-181657 
Feb 8 8 73p 
Langua ges : English 
J ourna l Announc ement: GRAI8 8 19; STAR261 6 
NTIS Prices: PC A04 / MF A01 
Country of Publication: United States 
Contract No.: NAG1-683 
Research directed at developing a graph theoretical model 
for describing data and control flow associated with the 
execution of large grained algori'thms in a special distributed 
computer environment is presented. This model is identified 
by the acronym ATAMM which represents Algori t hms To 
Architecture Mapping Model. The purpose of such a model 
is to provide a basis for establishing rules for r elating an 
algorithm to its execution in a multiprocessor environment. 
Specifications derived from the model lead directly to the 
descriptio n of a data flow architecture which is a 
conse que nce o f the inherent behavior of the data and control 
flow described by the model. The purpose of the ATAMM based 
architecture is to provide a n analytical basis for 
performance evaluation. The ATAMM model and architecture 
specifications are demonstrated on a prototype system for 
concept validation . 
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Seager, M. K. ; Campbell, S. i Sikora, S. i Strout, R. 
Zosel, M. 
Lawre nce Liv ermore National Lab., CA . 
Corp. Source Codes: 068147000; 9513035 
Spo nsor: De p a rtment of Ene rgy, Washington, DC. 
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Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8819i NSA1300 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF AD! 
Country of Publication: United States 
Contract No.: W-7405-ENG-48 
The design and debugging of parallel programs is a 
difficult task due to the complex synchronization and data 
seoping issues involved to aid the programmer in parallel code 
development we have developed two methodologies for the 
graphical display of execution of parallel codes. The 
Graphical Multiprocessing Analysis Tools (GMAT) consist 
of stategraph, which represents an inheritance tree of 
task states, and timeliness, which represents task as 
flowing sequence of events. Information about the code can be 
displayed as the application runs (dynamic mode) or played 
back with time under user control (static mode). This 
document discusses the design and user interface issues 
involved in developing the parallel application display GMAT 
family. Also, we present an introductory user's guide for both 
tools. 4 figs. (ERA cit ation 13:032031) 
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Cauldrons: An Abstraction for Concurrent Problems Solving. 
Revision (Memorandum rept.) 
Haase, K. 
Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge. Artificial 
Intelligence Lab. 
Corp. Source Codes: 001450241 ; " 407483 
Report No.: AI-M-673 
Sep 86 45p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8819 
Revision of report dated Dec 82. 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 
Country of Publication: United States 
Contract No.: N00014-79-C-0260 
The abstractions we have for serial programming are 
powerful: concepts like data types, variable binding, 
generalized operators, the subroutine. We do not yet have 
the same sort of powerful abstractions for distributed 
computation, but I believe that the place to look for 
them is the same place that we found many of our abstractions 
for serial computation--in our own minds. This research 
extends a tradition of distributed theories of mind into the 
implementation of a distributed problem solver. In this 
problem solver a number of ideas from Minsky's Society 
of Mind are implemented and are found to prov ide 
powerful abstractions for the programming of distributed 
systems. These abstractions are the cauldron, a mechanism for 
instantiating reasoning contexts, the frame, a way of 
modularly describing those contexts and the goal-mode, 
a mechanism for bringing a particular context to bear 
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on a specific task. The implementation of both 
abstractions and the distributed problem solver in 
they run is described, accompanied by examples of 
application to various domains. 
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Combined And-Or Parallel Execution of Logic Programs 
Gupta, G. ; Jayaraman, B. 
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their 
North Carolina Univ. at Chapel Hill. Dept. of Computer 
Science. Corp. Source Codes: 045592060; 409668 
Report No.: TR88-012 
Mar 88 23p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8819 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF AD! 
Country of Publication: United states 
Contract No.: N00014-86-K-0680; NSF-DCRB6-03609 
A number of approaches have recently been proposed for 
the parallel execution of logic programming languages, but 
most of them deal with either or-parallelism or 
and-parallelism but not both. This paper describes a 
high-level design for efficiently supporting both 
and-parallelism and or-parallelism. Our approach is based 
on the binding arrays method for or-parallelism and the RAP 
method for and-parallelism. Extensions to the binding-arrays 
method are proposed in order to achieve constant access-time 
to variables in the presence of and-parallelism. The 
RAP (Restricted And-Parallelism) method becomes 
simplified because backtracking is unnecessary in the 
presence of or-parallelism. The author I s approach has the 
added effect of eliminating redundant computations when goals 
exhibit both and-and or-parallelism. The paper first 
briefly describes the basic issues in pure and-parallelism 
and or-parallelism, states desirable criteria for their 
implementation (with respect to variable access, task creation 
and switching ), and then describes the combined 
and-or implementation. 
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(Interim rept.) 
Jordan, H. F. 
Colorado Univ. at Boulder. Computer systems Design Group . 
Corp. Source Codes: 068646038; 418831 
Report No.: CSDG-87-4; ECE-TR-87-1-3 
Sep 87 14p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8819 
NTIS Prices: PC A03jMF AOl 
Country of Publication: united states 
Contract No.: N00014-86-K-0204 
It is currentl y possible to build multiprocessor 
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systems which will support the tightly coupled activity of 
hundreds to thousands of different instruction streams, or 
processes. This can be done by coupling many 
monoprocessors, or .a smaller number of pipelined 
multiprocessors, through a high concurrency switching 
network. The switching network may be couple processors to 
memory modules, resulting in a shared memory multiprocessor 
system, or it may couple processor/memory pairs, resulting in 
a distributed memory system. The need to direct the 
activity of very many processes simultaneously places 
qualitatively different demands on a programming language 
than the direction of a single process. In spite of the 
different requirements, most languages for 
multiprocessors have been simple extensions of 
conventional, single stream programming languages. The 
extensions are often implemented by way of subroutine calls 
and have little impact on the basic structure of the 
language. This paper attempts to examine the underlying 
conceptual structure of parallel languages for large scale 
multiprocessors on the basis of an existing language for 
shared memory multiprocessors, known as the FORCE, and to 
extend the concepts in this language to distributed memory 
systems. 
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Jordan , H. 
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The FORCE is a parallel programming language and methodology 
based on the shared memory mul tiprocessor model of 
computation. It is an extension to Fortran which allows a user 
to write a parallel program that is independent of the 
number of processes executing it and in which the 
management of processes is suppressed. Mul tiple 
instruction streams are managed as a group by operations 
that synchronize them and allocate work. The system is 
implemented on several machines as a macro preprocessor which 
expands FORCE programs into Fortran code for the host system. 
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Distributed Application Programming with Extended Prolog 
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Country of Publication: Sweden 
Many tasks in office oriented environments engage 
several experts and office workers. The increasing use 
of workstation based tools for such tasks calls for simpler 
a nd more appropriate ways to specify program distribution 
a nd user communication. The authors propose a facility to 
specify such task sharing. The main point in the 
approach is the localization term, which is an extension 
to a Prolog-like language. This allows us to describe a 
multi-user application as one unified program instead of as 
a set of distributed single-user programs. 
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Parallel Programming Language and Environment 
rept. ) 
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Washington Univ., Seattle. Dept. of Computer Science. 
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NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 
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Contract No.: N00014-86-K- 0264; NSF-DCR84 -16878 
This paper describes a technique for retargetting 
Poker, the first complete parallel programming environment, 
to new parallel architectures. The specifics are 
illustrated by describing the retarget of Poker to 
CalTech's Cosmic Cube. Poker requires only three features 
from the target architecture: MIMD operation, message passing 
inter-process communication , and a sequential language 
(e.g. C) for the processor elements. In return Poker gives 
the new architecture a complete parallel programming 
environment which will compile Poker parallel 
programs without modification, into efficient object code for 
the new architecture. 
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Country of Publication: Japan 
The report concerns optimal database allocation and 
optimal location of processors in the distributed 
processing networks used for sales and product distribution 
management systems. The problems are formulated, and a 
mathematical methodology for solving these prabl.ems is 
presented. To minimize the system expense, the 
methodology is used to analyze the hardware cost of the 
distributed processors, the cost of the magnetic disk drive 
for database storage, the cost of communications over 
a packet switching network, and the cost of leased lines. 
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Distributed Operating Systems: An overview 
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Layered systems, operating systems, and distributed 
computer systems are defined . The differences between 
parallel and distributed processing are identified. Existing 
distributed operating systems are listed. Distributed 
operating system design issues are summarized . 
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This bibliography contains citations concerning 
archi tecture and development of computer networks for 
data communication systems. Data network design, operation, 
performance analysis, reliability, security, maintenance and 
evolution are discussed. Techniques of packet switched and 
distributed data communication networks are presented. 
Applications of data communication technology are included. 
(This updated bibliography contains 345 citations, 22 of which 
are new entries to the previous edition.) 
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The Graphics and Video Laboratory of the Department of 
Computer Science has a growing need for easy to use 
programming tools in support of distributed processing 
applications. The most pressing need is for software on three 
UNIX-based workstations connected via Ethernet. The 
remote interprocess communication tools that UNIX provides 
for using Ethernet are effective but complicated to learn. 
This requires researchers to spends 
much of their time becoming proficient with them instead of 
concentrating on the distributed application at hand. This 
work presents the design and implementation of several 
programming tools that allow programmers to establish and 
experimen"t with distributed programs in the graphics 
laboratory environment. The tools allow a higher level of 
abstraction for remote interprocess communications and 
establish a straightforward -method for implementing 
distributed programs. Addi tionally, they support code 
reuseability with software templates and are modularized 
to be both understandable and changeable. Recommendations are 
made for future research and management efforts that have been 
highlighted by these new tools. 
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Ellis, G. K. 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Cleveland, OH. Lewis Research Center. 
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Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8814: STAR2611 
Prepared for Presentation at the Summer Computer 
Simulation Conference, Seattle, Wash., 25-28 Jul. 1988: 
Sponsored in Part by the Society for Computer Simulation. 
NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF ADl 
Country of Publication: united states 
A method is developed for distributing the 
computation of graphics primitives on a parallel 
processing network. Off-the-shelf transputer boards are used 
to perform the graphics transformations and scan-conversion 
tasks that would normally be assigned to a single transputer 
based display processor. Each node in the network performs 
a single graphics primitive 
computation. Frequently requested tasks can be duplicated on 
several nodes. The results indicate that the current 
distribution of commands on the graphics network shows a 
performance degradation when compared to the graphics 
display board alone. A change to more computation per node 
for every communication (perform more complex tasks on each 
node) may cause the desired increase in throughput. 
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A programming tool to specify and develop· real time 
applications in Ada language is presented. The Occam 
system was chosen as a basis and translated into Ada 
language. Programming is regarded as a scheduling activity 
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rather than a sequencing one. The problems involved 
included splitting systems in smaller parallel systems, 
synchronizing of the components, and mutual exclusion 
of shared variables. Application experience indicates 
that Occam may be considered a language for 
specification and development in Ada. 
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A conceptual framework is examined for task allocation 
in distributed systems. Application and computing system 
parameters critical to task allocation decision processes are 
discussed. Task al location techniques are add r essed which 
focus on achieving a balance in the load distribution among 
the system's processors. Equalization of computing 
load among the processing elements is the goal. 
Examples of system performance are presented for specific 
applications. Both static and dynamic allocation of tasks 
are considered and system performance is evaluated using 
different task allocation methodologies. 
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Parallel computation is an area in which software 
technology lags considerably behind hardware technology. The 
need for parallel computing in a number of applications 
(e.g., scientific computing, machine vision, artificial 
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intelligence) is 
of processors are 
Butterfly or the 
unquestioned, and computers 
now readily available (for 
with hundreds 
instance, the 
many derivatives of the Cosmic Cube). However, these 
machines are programmed in essent ially the same way as 
existing sequential machines. The best available parallel 
programming languages are variants of standard sequential 
languages, with extensions to let the programmer 
explicitly divide a program into tasks and pass 
information between those tasks. Although designers of these 
languages claim that they are no harder to use 
than conventional sequential ones, programmers still face 
the problem of figuring out how to partition their 
application into tasks in addition to the usual problem 
of translating it into a program. An appealing 
alternative is to leave partit ioning of programs to 
compilers. By hiding partitioning problems from 
programmers, this approach should make 
multi-processor computers easier to program than 
they are now. Unfortunately efforts to develop 
parallelizing compilers have so far been rather unsuccessful . 
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The Chrysalis operating system for the Butterfly 
Parallel Processor presents an object-oriented programming 
environment based on shared memory . However, because of 
Chrysalis's low level orientation and its use of 
type-unsafe features of the C programming language, 
programs using the environment are difficult to program and 
highly error- prone. Using C as the primary programming 
language for the Butterfly does not fully realize the 
benefit of Chrysalis's object orientation. An 
obj ect-oriented programming language is natural candidate for 
improving the Chrysalis environment. The C ++ programming 
language provides a number of advantages in developing such 
an interface. This paper reports the successes and 
problems encountered in the development of Chrysalis ++, 
a C ++ interface to Chrysalis ++ uncovered many strengths and 
weakness in C++. Some apply to C 
++ in general, others apply only to its adaptation 
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to a parallel programming environment. It is important to 
note that c++ is a sequential language; it is use in a 
parallel programming environment is therefore outside the 
bounds of its design. 
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Implementing Dynamic Arrays: A Challenge for 
High-Performance Machines 
Mago, G. ; Partain, w. 
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There is an increasing need for high-performance AI 
machines. What is unusual about AI is that its programs 
are typically dynamic in the way their execution unfolds and 
in the data structures they use . AI therefore needs machines 
that are late-binding. Multiprocessors are often held out as 
the answer to AIls computing requirements. However, most 
success with 
multiprocessing has come from exploiting numerical 
computations' basic data structure-the static array (as in 
FORTRAN). A static array I s s t ructure does not change, so 
its elements (and the processing on them) may be readily 
distributed. In AI, the ability to change and manipulate the 
structure of data is paramount; hence, the pre-eminence of the 
LISP list. Unfortunately. the traditional pointer-based 
list has serious drawbacks for distributed processing. The 
dynamic array is a data structure that allows random access 
to its elements (lik.e static arrays) yet whose 
structure-size and dimensions-can be easily changed, i.e . , 
bound and re-bound at run-time. It combines the flexibility 
that AI requires with the potential for high performance 
through parallel operation. A machine ' s implementation 
of 
dynamic arrays gives a good insight into its potential 
usefulness for AI applications. Therefore, the authors 
outl ine the implementation of dynamic arrays on a machine that 
we are developing. 
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Although many distributed simulation strategies have been 
developed, to data, little empirical data is available to 
evaluate their performance. A multiprocessor-based, 
distributed simulation testbed is described that was designed 
to facilitate controlled experimentation with 
distributed simulation algorithms . Using this testbed, the 
performance of simulation strategies using deadlock 
avoidance and deadlock detection and recovery techniques was 
examined under various synthetic workloads. The distributed 
simulators were compared with a uniprocessor- based 
event list implementation . Results of a series of 
experiments are reported that demonstrate that message 
popul ation and the degree to which processes can 
look ahead in simulated time play critical roles in the 
performance of distributed simulators using these algorithms. 
An avalanche phenomenon was observed in the deadlock 
detection and recovery simulators as message population was 
increased, and was found to be a necessary condition for 
achieving good performance. It is demonstrated that 
these distributed 
simulation algorithms can provide significant speedups 
over sequential event list implementations for some workloads, 
even in the presence of only a moderate amount of 
parallelism and many feedback loops. However, a moderate 
to high degree of paral l elism was not sufficient to guarantee 
good performance for all workloads that were tested. 
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Durand, Y. ; Pic, J. 
Societe Nationale Industriel l e Aerospatiale, Les Mureaux 
(France) . 
Corp . Source Codes: 071736000; SQ445108 
Sponsor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Washington, DC. 
Report No.: SNIAS - 872 - 422 - 102; ETN- 88-91203 
17 Jan 86 11p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8808; STAR2605 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A0 1 
Country of Publication: France 
The impact of real time local area networks (LAN) 
on launchers is discussed. Communication . needs of a 
launch vehicle that call for dis tributed processing 
techniques are reviewed. The design drivers o f the system are 
identified. A method to ensure the fulfillment of design 
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goals, i.e., to benefit from the potentials of real time LAN 
is outlined. 
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Mapping a Battlefield Simulation onto 
Message-Passing Parallel Architectures (Final rept.) 
Nicol, D. M. 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Hampton, 
VA. Langley Research Center. 
Corp. Source Codes: 019041001; ND210491 
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Journal Announcement: GRAI8806; STAR2603 
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Country of Publication: United states 
Contract No.: NASI-ISID7 
Perhaps the most critical problem in distributed 
simulation is that of mapping: without an effective mapping 
of workload to processors the speedup potential of parallel 
processing cannot be realized. Mapping a simulation onto a 
message-passing architecture is especially difficult when 
the computational workload dynamically changes as a function 
of time and space; this is exactly the situation faced by 
battlefield simulations. This paper studies an approach 
where the simulated battlefield domain is first 
partitioned into many regions of equal size; typically 
there are more regions than processors. The regions are 
then assigned to processors ; a processor is responsible for 
performing all simulation activity associated with the 
regions. The assignment algorithm is quite simple and attempts 
to balance load by exploiting locality of workload intensity. 
The performance 
of this technique is studied on a simple batt l efield 
simulation implemented on the Flex/32 multiprocessor. 
Measurements show that the proposed method achieves 
reasonable processor efficiencies. Furthermore, the method 
shows pro~ise for use in dynamic remapping of the simulation. 
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Report from the MPP (Massively Parallel Processor) 
Group to the NASA (National Aeronautics and 
Administration) Associate Administrator for Space 
and Applications. Technical Memorandum 
Report, October 1, 1985- September 30, 1986 
Working 
Space 
Science 
Fischer, J. R. Grosch, C. ; McAnulty, M. ; ODonnell, J. 
; Storey, O. 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Greenbelt, MD. Goddard Space Flight Center. 
Corp. Source Codes: 013129001; NC999967 
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Report No.: NAS 1.15:87819; REPT-87B0265:s jPT]5B;C Kj&h'oY 
87 64p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8804: STAR2602 
NTIS Prices: PC A04/MF AO! 
country of Publication: united states 
NASA ' s Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA) 
gave a select group of scientists the opportunity to 
test and implement their computational algorithms on the 
Massively Parallel Processor (MPP) l ocated at Goddard Space 
Flight Center, beginning in late 1985. One year later, the 
Working Group presented its report, which addressed 
the following: algorithms, programming languages, 
architecture, programming environments, the way theory 
relates, and performance measured. The findings point to a 
number of demonstrated computational techniques for 
which the MPP architecture is ideally suited. For example, 
besides executing much faster on the MPP than on conventional 
computers, systolic VLSI simulation (where distances are 
short), lattice simulation, neural network simulation, and 
image problems were found to be easier to program on the MPP's 
architecture than on a CYBER 205 or even a VAX. The 
report also makes technical recommendations covering all 
aspects of MPP use, and recommendations concerning the 
future of the MPP and machines based on similar 
architectures, expansion of the Working Group, and study 
of the role of future parallel processors for space 
station, EOS, and the Great Observatories era. 
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Wu, K. ; Fuchs, W. K. ; Patel, J. H. 
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Sponsor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Washington, DC. 
Report No.: NAS 1.26:181470; NASA-CR-181470 
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Languages: English 
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Sponsored in cooperation with Texas Instruments, Inc. 
and Digital Equipment corp. Presented at FTCS 18, Tokyo, 
Japan, June 27-30, 1987. 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 
Country of PUblication: united States 
Contract No.: NAGl-613 
The problem of recovering from processor failures in 
shared memory multiprocessor systems is examined. A 
cache-based checkpointing scheme is developed utilizing a 
checkpointing algorithm which guarantees that a consistent 
global state is always maintained. Processes can recover 
from errors due to a faulty processor by restarting from 
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the consistent saved computation state. There are no 
difficul ties with checkpoint propagation in that when a 
process p takes a checkpoint, no other process is forced to 
join p in the checkpoint. The recovery algorithm 
allows only those processes encountering errors to 
perform rollback recovery while other unaffected processes 
on fault free processors continue normal execution. 
The checkpointing recovery schemes are shown to be easily 
integrated into standard bus-based cache coherence 
protocols. An analytical model is used to estimate the 
checkpointing frequency and the performance degradation 
incurred by the checkpointing scheme during normal execution. 
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Test and Evaluation of the Transputer in a Multi-Transputer 
System (Master's thesis) 
Filho, J. V. 
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA. 
Corp . Source Codes: 019895000; 251450 
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Languages: English Document Type: Thesis 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8802 
NTIS Prices: PC A09/MF A01 
Country of Publication: United states 
The purpose of this thesis is to start the evaluation of 
the Transputer, a 32 bit microprocessor on a chip, to verify 
its potentials and limitations for real time applications, 
in distributed systems. The evaluation concentrates on 
the four physical communication links, and its advertised 
capability to operate in parallel with the main processor 
(CPU), each one 
of them at rate of 10 mbit/sec in each direction. It also 
presents to the reader an introduction to the machine 
itself, to the Occam Programming Language, a description of 
the environment at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS), and 
suggests to the novice a learning sequence . The evaluation 
programs and other example programs presented in this 
thesis were implemented using the Occam Programming 
Language (Proto-Occam) in either 
the Occam Programming System COPS) or the Transputer 
Development System (TDS), both resident on the VAX 11/780 
computer under the VMS Operating System (VAX/VMS). 
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Languages: English Document Type: Bibliography 
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Supersedes PB86-877123. 
NTIS Prices: PC N01/MF NO! 
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This bibliography contains citations concerning the network 
architecture DECNET provided by the Digital Equipment 
Corporation. Topics include hardware and software for 
implementing communications between different computer 
operating systems. DECNET I 5 abil i ty to create resource 
sharing, communications networks, and distributed computing 
is examined by employing specialized protocol layers which 
serve the functions of network control, data access control, 
interprogram communications, and automatic error detection 
and retransmission. Applications for medical information 
systems, chemical laboratories, electronic mail systems, 
and industrial process control are presented. (This updated 
bibliography contains 86 citations, 28 of which are new 
entries to the previous edition.) 
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Network Protocols: 
(International Business 
upon Tyne Seminar Held in 
September 3-6 , 1985 
Randell, B. 
Proceedings of the Joint IBM 
Machines)/University of Newcastle 
the University Computing Laboratory, 
Newcastle upon Tyne Univ. (England). computing Lab. 
·Corp. Source Codes: 020410010 
c1986 279p 
Languages: English Document Type: Conference proceeding 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8723 
NTIS Prices: PC E12/MF E12 
Country of Publication: united Kingdom 
Contents: The performance of LAN protocols; Open systems 
interconnection communication architecture: Realization 
of open systems; Electronic messaging; Another look at 
computer communication protocols; Computerized commerce; High 
layer protocol standardization for distributed processing; IBM 
logical unit type 6.2--An overview; Verifying a protocol 
algebraically 
using CCS; Communication architectures for distributed 
systems; The state of the art in testing protocol 
implementations; Notes on automated protocol analysis; 
Standardization for open systems; On protocol engineering. 
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Network Protocols for Real-Time Applications 
Johnson, M. J. 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Moffett 
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Field, CA. Ames Research Center. 
Corp. Source Codes: 019045001: NC473657 
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Languages: English Document Type: Conference proceeding 
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The Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FOOl) and the SAE 
AE-9B High Speed Ring Bus (HSRB) are emerging standards 
for high-performance token ring local area networks. 
FDOl was designed to be a general-purpose 
high-performance network. HSRB was designed specifically 
for military real-time applications. A workshop was 
conducted at NASA Ames Research Center in January, 1987 
to compare and contrast these protocols with respect to 
their ability to support real-time applications. This report 
summarizes workshop presentations and includes an independent 
comparison of the two protocols. A conclusion reached at 
the workshop was that current protocols for the upper 
layers of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) 
network model are inadequate for real-time applications. 
1269040/7 
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CRONUS, A Distributed Operating System: CRONUS DOS 
Implementation (Final rept. oct 84-Jan 86) 
Schantz, R. ; Schroder, K. ; Barrow, M. Bono, G. ; Dean, 
M. 
Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Cambridge, MA. 
Corp. Source Codes: 004246000; 060100 
Sponsor: Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss AFB, NY. 
Report No.: BBN-6183; RADC-TR-8 6-183 
Dec 86 70p 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8721 
NTIS Prices: PC A04/MF A01 
Country of Publication: United states 
Contract No.: F30602-84-C-0171; 2530; 01 
This is the final report for the second contract phase for 
development of the CRONUS Project. CRONUS is the name given 
to the distributed operating system (DOS) and system 
architecture for distributed application development 
environment being designed and implemented by BBN Laboratories 
for the Air Force Rome Air Development Center (RADC). The 
project was begun in 1981. The CRONUS distributed 
operating system is intended to promote resources which are 
shared. Its major purpose is to provide a coherent and 
integrated system based on clusters of interconnected 
heterogeneous computers to support the development and use 
of distributed applications. Distributed applications range 
from simple programs that merely require 
convenient reference to remote data, to collections of 
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complex subsystems tailored to take advantage of a 
distributed architecture. One of the main contributions of 
CRONUS is a unifying architecture and model for developing 
these distributed applications; as well as support for 
a number of 
system-provided 
applications. 
1267878/7 
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which are common to many 
New Technology Impacts on Future Avionics Architectures 
Mejzak, R. S. 
Naval Air Development center , Warminster, PA. 
Corp. Source Codes: 032381000~ N0000154 
Sponsor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Washington, DC. 
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In AGARD Advanced computer Aids in the Planning and 
Execution of Air Warfare and Ground Strike Operations, 7p. 
NTIS Prices: (Order as N87-24940 PC A07/MF A01) 
Country of Publication: United States 
An interpretation of avionics architecture is provided 
with respect to system components, organization, and 
design factors. Initially , general avionics architecture 
characteristics are addressed followed by discussions on 
emerging technologies and their impact on advanced systems. 
Information handling requirements are projected for 
future tactical aircraft. In addition, advanced avionics 
architecture design consideration and technical issues are 
addressed relative to achieving improved performance, 
reliabil i ty, survi vabil i ty, flexibility, and low life cycle 
cost. 
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Effect of Distributed Computing Technology on Wide Area 
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Hall, D. i Johnston , W. i Hutchinson, M. ; Rosenblum, M. 
Robertson, D. 
Lawrence Berkeley Lab., CA. 
Corp. Source Codes: 086929000; 9513034 
Sponsor: Department of Energy, Washington, DC. 
Report No.: LBL-22948; CONF- 870277 - 1 
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Languages: English Document Type: Conference proceeding 
Journal Announcement: GRAI87 19; NSA12DD 
Federal Coordinating Council on science, engineering and 
technology, San Diego, CA, USA, 17 Feb 1987 . 
Portions of this document are illegible in microfiche 
products. NTIS Prices: PC AD2/MF AD1 
Country of Publication: United states 
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This report identifies a need to increase wide area 
network capacity by as much as three orders of magnitude 
over the next ten years. These increases are necessary to 
support new distributed computing products. Such products 
increase productivity, but are currently available only on 
local area networks . There is no technical reason for 
limiting these products to tightly constrained geographical 
areas, however. They can operate perfectly well over any 
terrestrial distance provided sufficient bandwidth is 
available. Such bandwidth is available today with fiber 
optics . To quantify capacity requirements, network traffic 
generated by this newer technology is compared with 
traditional traffic in a local network environment. An 
extrapolation to wide area networks is made. Speculation 
about the long term future of distributed computing 
technology and its effect on network capacity requirements 
is offered. It is argued that an increase of network capacity 
by one order of magnitude is sufficient to accommodate 
new distributed computing technology on existing wide area 
networks. Two orders of magnitude are needed to 
accommodate a fully integrated distributed system such as 
interactive graphics. Three orders of magnitude are needed to 
accommodate increases in hardware speed anticipated in the 
next five to ten years. Availability of highly 
integrated, nationwide distributed computing service would 
significantly increase the competitive edge of the United 
States in science and computing. (ERA c itation 12 : 028235) 
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Numerical Computation on Massively Parallel Hypercubes 
MCBryan, O. A. 
Los Alamos National Lab., NM. 
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Sponsor: Department of Energy, Washington, DC . 
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1986 20p 
Languages: English Document Type: Conference proceeding 
Journal Announcement: GRAI87l6; NSAOOOO 
Confere.nce on hypercube multiprocessors, Knoxville, TN, USA, 
29 Sep 1986. 
NTIS Prices: PC A02/ MF AOl 
Country of Publication: United states 
Contract No.: AC02-76ER03077; -W-7405-ENG-36 
We describe numerical computations on the Connection 
Machine, a massively parallel hypercube architecture with 
65,536 single-bit processors and 32 Mbytes of memory. A 
parallel extension of COMMON LISP, provides access to the 
processors and network. The rich software environment 
is further enhanced by a powerful virtual processor 
capability, which extends the degree of fine-grained 
parallelism beyond 1,000,000. We briefly describe the 
hardware and indicate the principal features of the 
parallel programming environment. We then present 
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implementations of SOR, multigrid and pre-conditioned 
conjugate gradient algorithms for solving partial 
differential equations on the Connection Machine. 
Despite the lack of floating point hardware, computation 
rates above 100 megaflops have been aChieved in POE solution. 
virtual processors prove to be a real advantage, 
easing the effort of software development while 
improving system performance significantly. The software 
development effort is also facilitated by the fact that 
hypercube communications prove to be fast and essentially 
independent of distance. 29 refs. , 4 figs. 
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This bibliography contains citations concerning 
archi tecture and development of computer networks for 
data communication systems. Data network design, operation, 
performance analysis , reliability, security, maintenance and 
evolution are discussed. Techniques of packet switched and 
distributed data communication networks are presented. 
Applications of data communication technology are included. 
(This updated bibliography contains 323 citations, 37 of which 
are new entries to the previous edition.) 
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Reference Manual (Final rept.) 
Barbacci, M. R. ; Wi ng, J. M. 
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Inst. Corp. Source Codes: 005343014; 416208 
Sponsor: · Electronic Systems Div., Hanscom AFB, MA. 
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Durra is a language designed to support the development of 
large-grained parallel programming applications. This document 
is a preliminary reference manual for the syntax and 
semantics of the language. We are using the term description 
language rather than programming language to emphasize that 
a task-level application description is not translated into 
ob ject code of some kind of executable machine language. 
Rather , it is to be understood as a description of the 
s tructure and behavior of a logical machine, that will be 
synthesized into resource allocation and scheduling 
directives. These directives are to be interpreted by a 
combination of software, firmware, and hardware in a 
heterogeneous machine. Although our ultimate goal is to 
design and implement a task-level description language that 
can be used for different machines and for varying 
applications, our first pass is influenced by both a 
specific architecture and by a specific application, the 
Autonomous Land Vehicle (ALV), and more specifically, the 
perception components of the ALV. We assume there is a 
cross-bar switch , intelligent buffers on the switch 
sockets, and a scheduler that can communicate with all 
processors, buffers, and I / O devices. 
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ELAND: An Expert System for the Configuration of Local 
Area Networks Applications 
Tanca, L. ceri, S. 
Politecnico di Milano (Italy). 
corp. Source Codes: 016875000; PX565076 
Sponsor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
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Country of Publication: Italy 
A rule-based expert system for configuring Local Area 
Networks (LAN) and for designing distributed database 
applicat ions over them is described. The system includes a 
general-purpose inference machine for solving synthesis 
problems, based on two separed modules : the Tree Traversal and 
the Matcher. The former performs a recursive descent on a 
tree-structured solution space 
and generates a description of requirements that the final 
solution should posses; the latter matches these 
requirements to existing commercial products. The inference 
machine and its concrete application to the design and 
configuration of LAN informa tion systems are described. 
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Parallel Scheduling of Recursively Defined Arrays 
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(Final rept) 
Myers, T. J. ; Gokhale, M. 8. 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Hampton, 
VA. Langley Research Center. 
Corp. Source Codes: 019041001; ND210491 
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Languages: English 
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Contract No.: NASl-ISID?; UDRF-LTR860114 
A new method of automatic generation of concurrent 
programs which constructs arrays defined by sets of 
recursive equations is described. It is assumed that the 
time of computation of an array element is a linear 
combination of its indices, and integer programming is 
used to seek a succession of hyperplanes along which 
array elements can be computed 
concurrently. The method can be used to schedule 
equations involving variable length dependency vectors and 
mutually recursive arrays. Portions of the work reported here 
have been implemented in the PS automatic program generation 
system. 
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(Final rept) 
Nicol, D. M. 
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The optimal partitioning of random distributed programs is 
discussed . It is concluded that the optimal partitioning of 
a homogeneous random program over a homogeneous distributed 
system either assigns all modules to a single processor, 
or distributes the modules as evenly as possible among all 
processors. The analysis rests heavily on the 
approximation which equates the expected maximum of a set of 
independent random variables wi th the set I 5 maximum 
expectation. The results are strengthened by providing an 
approximation-free proof of this result for two processors 
under general conditions on the module execution time 
distributio n . It is also shown that use of this approximation 
causes two of the previous central results to be 
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false. 
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A large class of computational problems is 
characterized by frequent synchronization, and computational 
requireme nts which change as a function of time. When such 
a problem must be sol ved on a message passing 
multiprocessor machine, the combination of these 
characteristics lead to system performance which decreases 
in time. Performance can be improved with periodic 
redistribution of computational load; however, redistribution 
can exact a sometimes large delay cost. We study the issue of 
deciding when to invoke a global load remapping mechanism. 
Such a decision policy must effectively weigh the costs of 
remapping against the performance benefits. We treat this 
problem by constructing two analytic models which exhibit 
stochastically decreasing performance. One model is quite 
tractable; we are able to describe the optimal remapping 
algorithm, and the optimal decision policy governing when 
to invoke that algorithm. However, computational complexity 
prohibits the use of the optimal remapping decision policy. 
We 
then study the performance of a general remapping policy on 
both analytic models. This policy attempts to minimize a 
statistic Wen) which measures the system degradation 
(including the cost of remapping) per computation step over 
a period of n steps. We show that as a function of time, 
the expected value of Wen) has at most one minimum, and that 
when this minimum exists it defines the optimal fixed-interval 
remapping policy. Our decision policy appeals to this result 
by remapping when it estimates that Wen) is minimized. Our 
performance data suggests that this policy effectively finds 
the natural frequency of remapping. We also use the 
analytic models to express the relationship between 
performance and remapping cost, number of processors, and the 
computation's stochastic activity. 
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VA. Langley Research Center. 
Corp. Source Codes: 019041001; ND210491 
Report No.: NAS 1.26:178130: ICASE-86 - 40; NASA- CR-178130 
Jun 86 Jlp 
Languages: English 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8624; STAR2420 
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF ADl 
Country of Publication: United States 
Contract No.: NASl-17070; NASl-lBIC? 
The problem of optimally assigning the modules of a 
parallel/ pipelined program over the processors of a 
multiple computer system under certain restrictions on the 
interconnection structure of the program as well as the 
multiple computer system was considered. For a variety of 
such programs it is possible to find linear time if a 
partition of the program exists in which the load pn any 
processor is within a certain bound. This method, when 
combined with a binary search over a finite range, 
provides an approximate solution to the partitioning 
problem . The specific problems considered were: a chain 
structured parallel program over a chain-like computer 
system, multiple chain-like programs over a host-satellite 
system, 
and a tree structured parallel program over a host-satellite 
system. For a problem with m modules and n processors, the 
complexity of the algorithm is no worse than o(mnlog(W sub 
T/epsilon» , where W sub T is the cost of assigning all 
modules to one processor, and epsilon the desired accuracy. 
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Computer Networks: Data Communication Architecture and 
Development. 1975- March 1986 (Citations from the INSPEC: 
Information Services for the Physics and Engineering 
Communities Database) (Rept. for 1975-Mar 86) 
National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA. 
Corp. Source Codes: 055665000 
Apr 86 210p 
Languages: English Document Type: Bibliography 
Journal Announcement: GRAI8611 
Supersedes PB85 - 859098 . 
NTIS Prices: PC N01/MF N01 
Country of Publication: united states 
This bibliography contains citations concerning 
architecture and development of computer networks for 
data communication systems. Data network design, operation, 
performance analysis, reliability, security, "maintenance, and 
evolution are discussed. Techniques of packet switched and 
distributed data communication networks are presented. 
Applications of data communication technology are included . 
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DATE: Jul y lC., 1989 
TO: M. Comoanion, B. Go ldie z 
FROM : 
SUB]: E-Mail with Mi ke Sut livan of Te xas Instruments 
In place of a trip to Texas Instruments which 
practical in the immediate future, I initiated an Arpanet 
conversation with Mike S ullivan of TI with regard 
implementation i ssues of putting their SARGE intel l igent command 
and contro l system into a S IMNET SAFOR. 
is not 
E-ma i I 
to the 
SARGE runs under TI's CACTUS simulation envi ronment . CACTUS 
u se~ a hexagona l terrain data base. Sullivan indicates that they 
have i n the pa s t converted OlEO databases to CACTUS so that 
converting the SINNET terrain d ata base should be no problem. 
SARG~ no w is imp l emented on Mac II hosted Tl microExplorer 
in Lisp. Sullivan says that SARGE is for the most part Common 
lisp c~mpa t ib l e , but that parts use the Flavors object-oriented 
e ~tensions. Thus porting to another Common Lisp platform would 
invol ve co n ver t i ng that po r tion of the code to [lOS (Common Lisp 
Ob jec t System) . Also the user interfaces make u se of the Ma c II 
host g raphic s envi ronment and E xp lorer window system. Thus 
another host would require complete rework of the user interface. 
In order to use SARGE as part of a SIMNET SAFOR it would 
thus be necessary to add a MacII / microExplerer to the testbed. 
S i nce SARGE is under continual development there is also little 
. i n the way 0(' d oc umer.tation available, the best way to transfer 
i t t o ! ST would be to f u nd a visit to 1ST b y TI personnel (or 
vice versa). Mik e Sullivan thinks that incorporatinQ SARGE into 
SIMNET sho'J!d be doable. 
Using this opportunity to mount a philosoph ~ca l 'Soap -box, i<t 
seems that th e Command anc Control po rtion of the SAFOR testbed 
is driven b y the availility of software. TI's SARGE requires a 
micrcExp lorer/Nac II, lawrence Livermore's ConNed requires a 
mlcroVAX / Tektron ix . 
Rather than choose a SAFOR Command and Control software 
pa Ckage no ... , i t wo u l d p e poss ible ,to acquire the hardware to host 
both SARGE and ConNod. The hardware costs are relatively minor 
compared to the sav ing s in project labor. Project personnel 
would be aSSIgned to e'Stablish a SINNET interface protocol so 
that the two Command and Control packages could a c cess a common 
SIMNET Interface. 
the'Se 
SAFOR . 
Th e 'Streng th 'S , ~eak nesses , computational 
oackaqes cou l d th e n be evaluated as part 
An y other pac kag es that can be adapted 
I BBN . Percep l ro n I Cs? ) could also ce 
r eQuIrement'S of 
of the SINNET 
t o the S AFOR 
p r o l ace I ho ~ t e ':: 
e va l ua t ed. 
O r g Cinl~al l a nal iy. It wou ld b e be s t to assign a n IndiVidual 
l ~ eCi c l t ne c ~ rp dnd f e ed Ing of eac h Co mmand a nd Con:ro l pa c ka g~ . 
S ~qGE ' s s l l ll e~ l l spe r and ConMod's Ada-adePt are ne ~ lt ke!v t o 
b e ~~e sa ~e Ind I v Id ua l. 
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D~TES: April 26 & 27 
LOCATION: Orlando, Fl. 
CONFERENCE REPORT 
NAME: Michael Companion 
Thoma s Clarke 
CONFERENCE: Interactive Networked Simulation for Trai n ing 
SPONSOR: Insti tute tor Simulation and Training/ UCF 
Duri ng the 1ST Simulat ion Symposium, the BSN Semi~automated 
Opposing Forces Software was discussed with Dr . Duncan Hiller of 
BSN. Dr. Miller stated that the BSN OpFer so ftware wa s not 
stable and wou ld be unsuitable as the basis of a benchmark f or 
the 1ST work. The software was undergoing extensive revision in 
light of performance limitations discovered duri ng the March '89 
Simnet exercise. Dr. Miller went on to discuss th e Op For 
sof tware in more detail . 
The BSN OpFor software runs on a multi-mode BBN Butterfly 
compute r linked to several Symbolics workstations. In addition 
to handling Simnet interface , the Butterfly is programmed in C to 
handle the numerically intensive terrain-following, dead-
reckoning, and trajectory-calculation tasks for the simulated 
vehicle s in the opposing forces . The Symbolic s workstations are 
"just that"; that is they are used to provid e a user- friendly 
i nte rface to the operators of the simulated force s . There 
appears to be very little expert sys tem or rule-based software in 
the workstations . 
The major performance bottleneck uncovered during the Simnet 
exercise was in t h e communication links within the OpFor 
softwar e . Apparently the OpFor software is structured after a 
Command and Control model. Each. simulated vehicle communicates 
reports, sightings, events etc. , to the operator of the OpFor 
through the workstation. There is apparently no i ntelligence 
inc luded f or combining reports so that the report ing traffic is 
reduced. With the high density of vehicl es that occurred during 
the exercise , the OpFor overloaded and missed frame updates. 
Another remark by Dr. Miller indicated that the OpFer software 
was t errain d e pendent . This is a given , since the simulated 
vehicles have to f o llow terrain, allow for terrain in line-of-
sight calculations and the like. However, Dr . Miller 's remarks 
seemed to imply additional dependence, perhaps caused by having 
to hand optimize the software fo r a particular set of terrain. 
I n view of these considerations, the BBN OpFor paCkage is not 
suitable for this research. It appears t o be an unfin ished 
product which appl ies only t o a special ized terrain data base. 
It is interest ing to note that BBN' s partitioning of tasks, 
numerically intensive to Butterfly, human int erface to Symbolics 
.... 'orkstation, is similar to the ki nd of task partition that will 
be inves tigated .... ' i th the test bed. 
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Another int eresting conversation was had with ChUCK Benton of TSI 
who ha s a DARPA SSIR grant to look at low-cost applications of 
transpu t e r s to Simnet. Hi s experience may come be useful. 
A possible source of benchmark software was identified in Betty 
AIT.Iistead of Simulation Techn ologies Inc. She is involved with 
the OWS (Dist ributed Wargarning Systems) project which is charge 
with being ultimately compatible with Simnet. Most interesting 
is that the software she used is considered GFE. 
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NAME : M. Companion 
DATES : June 30, 1989 
TRIP REPORT 
LOCATION: SPARTA, Inc., Huntsville Ala. 
CONTACTS: Dr. G. Hassin, J. watson, R. REynolds, C. Case and A. 
Jones. 
I travelled to Huntsville to visit Sparta, Inc to discuss two 
topic areas. The first area was to explore and discuss a 
statement of work sparta to develop a transputer based 
intervisibility model to support the Simulated Forces Project. 
The second area was to discuss Sparta's capabilities and 
ongoing/past efforts in the area of force-cn-force simulation. 
Sparta had reviewed the draft sow and develop an estimate of the 
time and cost to develop a transputer based intervisibility 
model. The intent of this task is to explore the transputer 
requirements tor the testbed and develop a baseline 
:.r.te: ..... isibil i ty model for the simulated forces model. We discuss 
the assumptions that sparta had made in deriving their resource 
estimates and concluded that they had interpreted several task to 
be more detailed and formal than we intended. After agreeing to 
the basic output that was desired it would appear that it i s 
poss ible to accomplish the transputer based intervisibility mode l 
with i n the targeted level of resources. 
Sparta provided a detailed briefing of their force -an-force 
simulation capabilities. The have been involved in a number of 
efforts force a vide variety of customers .. Their primary thrust 
has been in the area of simulating laser threats within the 
battlefield simulation . They are beginning some work for DARPA 
on laser threats for the SIHNET. The attached pages summarize 
their force-an-force simUlation experience and the SIMNET force-
on-force rela~ed activity. 
One of the simulation models that sparta has been developed is 
extremely relevant is AWSIM. This effort has been sponsored by 
MICOH, P~AA and LABCOM. ~t is a computer simulation of close 
combat for combined arms armys. It utilizes digitized terrain, 
smoke/artillery dust effects and simulates up to 
b a ttalion/regjment size scenarios. This model/simulation should 
be lOOked into in more depth for potential input to our effort. 
More detail is provided in the attachment. 
It looks like Sparta is one of the companies that we will want to 
bid on the larger support effort to the simulated forces program. 
I have added to the ~t~tement of wor~ ~ are diSCUSoin9 20 hours 
to suppnr t fron~ ~lIa analysis. 
-------------------
SPARTA, INC. 
AAO Ol 
CAPABILITIES/EXPERIENCE IN 
FORCE-aN-FORCE SIMULATION 
:1:~ 
'<I w; ;r 
SPARTA. Inc. 
4901 Corporate Drive 
Huntsville. AL 35805·6201 
(205) 837·5200 
30 June 1989 
--, 
,.'-l;~··N'; 
"L:):fi.tt;', 
, ' ;'> 
- ' -
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REPRESENTATIVE SPARTA 
FORCE-aN-FORCE SIMULATIONS 
INC. 
TO BE 
NAME APPLICATION DEVELOPER PRESENTED 
AWSIM CLOSE COMBAT & SPARTA (FOR ~ 
AIR DEFENSE, ESP. MICOM, AMSAA, 
WITH DEW LABCOM) 
DIDSIM SOl SPARTA ~ 
TMDSIM ARMY SOl (NATO) SPARTA ~ 
• 
ADEM BLUE AIR VS VARIOUS ~ 
RED AIR DEFENSE 
CARMONETTE CLOSE COMBAT CAA/TRAC 
ADAGE CAMPAIGN BLUE AIR DEFENSE AMSAA ~ 
ARMY BM/C3 EV ARMY BM/cl DEMO TRW/SPARTA 
AIR FORCE BM/C3 EV AF BM/C3 DEMO SPARTA 
DED068g·02lO2 
, 
-------------------
AREAS OF SIMULATION EXPERTISE 
SP ARTA , INC. 
, 
• MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
• PHENOMENOLOGY MODELS 
• LARGE SCALE SIMULATION 
• SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT 
• TARGET RESPONSE ANALYSIS 
• ANALYSIS USING SIMULATION TOOLS 
• ITEM· LEVEL ' 
• FORCE·ON·FORCE 
• REQUIREMENTS DEVELOPMENT 
• CONVENTIONAL AND DEW SYSTEMS 
• WEIGHT AND VOLUME SIZING 
• FIELD TEST SUPPORT 
PLANNING SUPPORT 
• RESULTS ANAL YSIS/MODELING 
-------------------
UN 
SIMNET AND FORCE-ON-FORCE 
SIMULATION (U) 
UNCLASSIFIED 
S PARTA, INC. 
COMBINED 
ARMS 
TR AI NING 
of Dyn.mlc 
Inl,nctlon 
R,.pon ••• 
IHOIVIDUlL AND 
COMBINED ARMS 
TACTICS 
Sya'am Conelpt Sc, .. nlna. 
II.M I.~vrt 
penFORMANCE 
MODELS 
Doctrln., .nd P,rformanci 
lor ImpUcll Fir. Unll. 
.1 (Putle' Valld.llon) 
Tactic., Op.rllor R .. pon ••• , 
and Craw Llmlt.llona 
MOE, 
ColI.Old Over 
S'llIatlolllv 
Slmp'e Size 
SYSTEM 
EFFECTIVENESS 
DEPLOYMENT 
DOCTRINE 
SYSTEM 
CONCEPTS 
SIMULATION (NON-
DYNAMICALl Y 
IHTERACTIY 
WEAPON 
DEVELOPMENT 
REQUI REMENTS 
-------------------
SPARTA SIMNET SUPPORT TO DARPA 
SPARTA, INC. 
• LASER/BIO·EFFECTS MODELING IN SIMNET 
• LASER MODELS AND DATA 
• BIO·EFFECTS MODELS AND DATA 
• AUTOMATED SIMULATION OF THREAT RESPONSE TO LASER 
IRRADIATION 
• AUTOMATED SIMULATION OF THREAT LASER TACTICS 
• SIMNET PERFORMANCE VALIDATION 
• COMPARISONS OF SIMNET OPERATOR PERFORMANCE TO 
TEST DATA AND MODEL PREDICTIONS (E,G,. ACQUISITION 
CAPABILITY) 
• RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENTS 
• FORCE·ON·FORCE SIMULATION SUPPORT 
RESULTS COMPARISON WITH SIMNET 
• FIELD TEST REVIEW 
• SCENARIO ANALYSIS 
• ANALYSIS OF SIMNET EXERCISES 
• LASER AND BIO·EFFECTS MODELS CHECK OUT 
• ACQUISITION OF DATA FOR AUTOMA1ED THREAT 
• PRELIMINARY CONCEPT ASSESSMENT . 
-------------------
WHAT IS AWSIM 89? 
~ ..:~a;" :t!J 
• COMPUTER SIMULATION OF CLOSE COMBAT 
• COMBI,~ED ARMS: ARMOR, INFANTRY, AIRCRAFT, AD, ARTILLERY 
• DIGITI2ED TERRAIN 
• SMOKflARTILLERY DUST EFFECTS 
• SIMULATES UP TO BATTALION/REGIMENT SCENARIO 
• EVALUATES BATTLEFIELD UTILITY OF WEAPONS 
• FUNCTIONAL MODELS: MANEUVER, SEARCH, ACQUISITION, ENGAGEMENT 
• DETAILED LASER WEAPON MODEL 
0489 ·036102 
-------------------
AWSIM DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 
SPARTA, INC. 
MODELING PHILOSOPHY 
STOCHASTIC 
_-j~< . PROB. DIST. SAMPLED BY MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUE 
• ( • MANY REPLICATIONS YIELD OUTCOME DISTRIBUTION 
~ • EVENTS OCCUR INSTANTANEOUSLY EVENT.SEQUENCED--<.. • CLOCK JUMPS FROM EVENT TO EVENT • CONTINUOUS PROCESSES MODELED IN FIXED 
TIME STEPS 
COMPUTER CODE PHILOSOPHY 
• STANDARD FORTRAN 77 -. TRANSPORTABILITY 
• SOPHISTICATED SUPPORT SOFTWARE 
• DYNAMIC MEMORY ALLOCATION 
• INTERACTIVE DATABASE EDITOR 
• EVENT PROCESSING AND LIST PROCESSING ROUTINES 
• STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING 
• MODULARITY AND TOP·DOWN FLOW 
• USE OF MNEMONICS AND NAMING CONVENTIONS 
LOGICALLY PARTITIONED DATA STRUCTURE 
0489 0:)6103 
-------------------
USE OF EXISTING MODELS IN AWSIM (U) 
SPARTA, IHC • 
. • APPROACHES/ALGORITHMS FROM CAR MONETTE 
- TERRAIN REPRESENTATION AND LlNE-OF-SIGHT 
DETERMINATION 
- VEHICLE MOVEMENT 
- ARMOR/ANTI-ARMOR WEAPON EFFECTS 
• EOSAEL87 =:> NATURAL ATMOSPHERE, SMOKE, AND DUST 
• CCNVEO/AMSAA PASSIVE TARGET ACQUISITION CODE 
• LELAWS =:> LASER WEAPON EFFECTS 
• PHI =:> LASER ACTIVE DETECTION PERFORMANCE 
• INCURSION =:> AIR DEFENSE WEAPON EFFECTS 
UNCLASSIFIED 
0589·050102 
-------------------
ARMY INTERACTION IN AWSIM 
DEVELOPMENT AND REVIEW 
SPARTA, INC. 
• SIMULATION/MODELING REVIEWS DURING DEVELOPMENT 
- AMSAA - LAB COM - MICOM 
- TRAC/WSMR - CECOM - VAL 
- USAIS - CACDA - CCNVEO 
• SUBSTANTIAL MODELING GUIDANCE FROM AMSAA 
- AIR DEFENSE 
- INFANTRY WEAPONS 
- ARTILLERY EFFECTS 
- LASER WEAPON EFFECTS 
. 
• CODE INSTALLED ON GOVERNMENT COMPUTERS 
- AMSAA (VAX AND CRA Y) 
- MICOM (VAX) 
- LABCOM (VAX) 
• APPROVED FOR DE WEAPON ANALYSIS BY MULTI-AGENCY 
ARMY DE MODELING COMMITIEE (CHAIRED BY LABCOM) 
IN AUGUST 1987 " 
• RECOMMENDED BY DUSA-OR IN EARLY 1989 FOR VALIDATION 
0489 ·036105 
< 
-------------------
SCENARIOS AVAILABLE 
S PARTA, INC. 
• EUROPEAN MECHANIZED INFANTRY DEFENSE (DAZER SCENARIO) 
CLOSE RANGE ARMORED/DISMOUNTED ASSAULT ElY TWO 
COMPANIES ON A DISMOUNTED U.S. PLATOON 
FULLY OPERATIONAL 
EXERCISED IN SEVERAL STUDIES 
• TRADOC HIGH RESOUJTION SCENARIO #1 
INTENSE ARMOR BATTLE BETWEEN U.S. ARMOR BATTALION 
AND SOVIET MOTORIZED RIFLE REGIMENT 
• FULLY OPERATIONAL 
EXERCISED IN UNCONVENTIONAL BEAM WEAPON STUDY 
ALWSIMf.)2 
-------------------
, 
I 
SUMMARY 
SPARTA , INC . 
• AWSIM89 
• A HIGH RESOLUTION, QUICK RESPONSE 
SIMULATION 
• A FLEXIBLE, SOPHISTICATED FORCE 
EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS TOOL 
• RESPECTED WITHIN THE ARMY ANALYSIS 
COMMUNITY 
OED0689·02ltlS 
-------------------
THEATER MISSILE DEFENSE SIMULATION (TMDSIM) 
- THEATER-LEVEL, EVENT-BASED SIMULATION ~ 
OF EXTENDED AIR DEFENSE ~~ ~,..,.-- --.....,. 
- ONE-SIDED (FiED-ON-BLUE OR BLUE-ON-RED) ~ ~-----~ 
- EMPHASIS ON ACTIVE DEFENSE OPERATIONS 
AND BATILE MANAGEMENT/COMMAND/CONTROL 
- INPUT DATA-DRIVEN TO REPRESENT MULTIPLE .... V~~ TYPES OF SENSORS, WEAPONS, BMIC'ELEMENTS /'" <::\\~ 
"" /~--
- DEVELOPED FOR EVALUATION OF CANDIDATE ~~~'ii 
ARCHITECTURES IN THEATER MISSILE DEFENSE 
.... ~~ 1\ ft-ARCHITECTURE STUDIES (TMDAS) , 
- EXTENDED IN COMMAND/CONTROL AND ~~ )~ -<'::1,/ SURVEILLANCE TO SUPPORT NATO AGARD AAS-29 STUDY 
THREAT ASSETS SUAVEI LLANCE COMMAND, CONTROL, WEAPONS COMMUNICATlONS 
Mod" • TtajKtoriell"Nlypo!ntl • Typ." Nu~r. · Types, Locations • haical OPS Concept · T~s. Locations 
ChiJraC1erisl ics, • Anadl: Timing • location (Letllon) - Orient.tion · Rull' Of Engaga mlnt · AYOUI (Aangammll 
p,t, me" fl · W.rhe.d llthalily • Vulnerability - Scan R.,. · Types, loc.tions · Ps.sJI.. Reliabil ity 
· R.li ability • Valul/Priority • Field -ol·Vlew • Key Function. · Engagamlnt Conslliinl' 
· AFII A Signatvr •• · c2Subordinltion - AF Sensitlyity • Processlng Tim •• · Firing Ra .. ConSlr,il'l1S 
· ECM Powlflgel'ldlFOV • ECM Resislance • M.".gl Tllnsl., 
• Timn 
Options · Fightll'. Bol'T'ItMrs . Ail'buu · Airborne. Ground Based, ' BOCIFU · a'ound Bntd A,fbolll. 
· T.elinl Air·lo·Sorl.e. Missiles · SAM Sil. s Space Based · SAMOC · Missiles , GUl"Is. DEW 
· T.clicil B.Mislie Mi.sile. · SSM Sil.s · Red." Optical · SFP, RPC · Act;"e. Slmi,eh"e. 
· Al"lt i·R.di'liol"l Homing Missiles · B.ill l"ll lIdiction · Aelive, Passivi • ACC Commal"ld HOlTllng 
· CNi" Mini1u • Sc.Irv.in.nel Sensors · OIIer·ln. ·Hori zon Radar • AOCC · Firing Doctri,.,.s 
· SlandoH J.mmllS • Command/Col"llfol Nodes · CAOC 
· Log;st ics - woe 
· MNC/MSCIPSC 
0569·025104 
-------------------
TMDSIM COMPUTER/USER ASPECTS 
SPARTA, INC. 
• FORTRAN 77 LANGUAGE 
• DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION FRAMEWORK 
SPARTA PROPRIETARY CODE 
• 30 EVENT "CHAINS," - 100 TOTAL SUB-EVENTS 
- 50,000 EVENT QUEUE TYPICAL 
• CONVEX C-1 VECTOR PROCESSING COMPUTER (10 TO 60 MIB) 
• 5 TO 10 CPU HOURS RUN rIME FOR 2 HOUR BATTLE 
60 MB CORE MEMORY, - 10 MB DISK 
• _ 35,000 LINES OF CODE 
• BUILT OVER 3 ·YEAR PERIOD (IOC 1987) 
• DOCUMENTATION - USER'S MANUAL ONLY (NOT CURRENT) 
PR~POST PROCESSORS 
THREAT GENERATION 
• OUTPUT FILES - STATISTICS, 
.-
AGGREGATES, TIME HISTORIES 
DE00689·02/04 
, 
-------------------
- DIDSIM -
A HIERARCHY OF MODELS 
FORCE-ON-FoRCE (DIDSIM) 
DEFEHSE TIERS (A SATSIM, SBDEWSIM, ~I DS IM. HEDSIM) 
ENGAGEMENT MODELS 
• END-TO-END DETAILED SIMULATION S OF: 
- PRECOMMIT FUNCTIONS (ALERT. SURVEILLANCE, DISCRIMINATE, TRACK ) 
- POSTCOMMIT FUNCTIONS (IN-FLIGHT GUIDANCE. TERMINAL GUIDAN CE. KILL ) 
- BATTLE MANAGEMENT/C 3 
THREAT MODELS 
• ALLOCATION OF THREAT FOR 
- NATIONAL TARGETS 
- HARDENED MILITARY TAR GETS 
- ADAPTIvE DEFENSES 
- CLUSTERED DEFENSE S 
• DETAILED FUNCTIONAL MODE LS OF THREAT (E . G., FLYOUT. PBV. RV SIGNA TURES) 
FUNCTIONAL SIMULATION 
• SENSOR DI SCRIMINATION 
• SENSOR TRACK PERF OR MANCE 
• ENDGAME PERF OR MANCE 
• WE APON KILL (LASE R. PAR TICLE BEAMS, KILL VEHICLES. INTERC EP TORS) 
------------ - - --
DIDSIM OUTPUTS 
• EFFECTIVENESS AND FUNCTIONAL 
LOADING OF EACH DEFENSE TIER 
- OBJ ECTS KILLED 
- OBJECTS LEAKED 
- WEAPONS EXHAUSTED 
- WEAPONS WASTED 
- SURVIVORS 
Vs 
ATTACK LAYDOWN S 
T AR'GET HARDNESS 
SENSOR LOCAT IONS AND PERFORMANCE 
WEAPON LOCATIONS AND PE RFORMANCE 
BATTLE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 
COMMUNICAT ION EFFECTI VENE SS 
• GRAPHICS DISPLAY OF SELECTED SYSTEM FUNCTIONS AND KEY TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 
DURING FULL SYSTEM SIMULATION OR FOR SP ECI FIC CONDITIONS 
- - -
-------------------
~ 
EFFECTIVENESS 
AND SURVIVABILITY 
SIMULATION 
TIME INTEGRATED 
MONTE CARLO 
BLUE AIRCRAFT 
VS. 
RED AIR DEFENSE 
MANY-ON-MANY 
(20 AC VS . 500 THREATS) 
ADEM 
SIMULATION 
DETAILED 
COMPONENT 
MODELS 
PROGRAMABLE, REACTIVE 
AIRCRAFT 
5 DOF SAMS 
BURST-BY-BURST GUNS 
RADAR, CCC NETWORK 
,," 
ASE 
-------------------
ADEM INTEGRATION LOOP 
5 SEC LOOP 0.5 SEC LOOPS 
END CONDITION TEST 
• 
FLY AIRCRAFT ADVANCE r- INTEGRATE I ALONG PLAN POSITION 
t 
OPERATE RADARS ~ COMPUTE S/(N+J) FOR ALL AC RDR COMBINATIONS 
t 
MANAGE ~ ON·OFF COMMANDS, TARGET ASSIGNMENTS, OPTICAL RESPONSE THREAT RESOURCES 
• 
. 
GENERATE AIRCRAFT 4 THREAT RESPONSE LEGS, JAMMING, ARMS, FLARES RESPONSES 
• 
.. FLY SAMS COUNT DOWN I FLIGHT I END GAME I 
• SHOOT GUNS GENERATE BURSTS r ,J KILL TARGETS I 
t ¥ 
'" 
.. 
FLY WEAPONS AIR·TO·GROUND 
• 
-------
-------------------
ADAGE 
SPAR TA, INC. 
AIR DEFENSE AIR·TO·GROUND ENGAGEMENT SIMUI./ITION 
.-- - - .. 
', - • DEVELOPED BY AM SAA 
• DESIGNED TO STUDY THE EFFECTIVENESS OF MIXES OF GROUND 
BASED WEAPONS IN PROVIDING AIR DEFENSE TO A DIVISION 
• USED FOR 
• DIVAD GUN COEA 
• SHORAD/MANPAD STUDY 
• FADEW/AIR DEFENSE STUDY 
- SGT YORK COEA 
INCURSION MODEL CAMPAIGN MODEL INCURSION/ VA MODEL HIGHLIGHTS 
TOTAL DIVISION lEVEL • LOW ENERGY LASER PROPAGATION MODEL SYSTEM SPECIFIC ¢ (lElAWSi OPERATED OFF-LINE TO FEED ONE -ON-ONE BATTLE WITH All AD INCURSION ENGAGEMENT MODEL SYSTEMS PLAYED FOR 
SEVERAL DAYS 
· EXPLICIT MODEL OF PILOT FOV ORIENTATION 
· MONTE CARLO THROUGHOUT FLIGHT PROFILE 
· eXPECTED VALUE MODel 
· SY STEM FUNCTIONS 
• FIRE CONTROL DOCTRINE · OPTIMIZED RED RAIDS 
· THREAT FLIGHT PATH 
• AtRIAIR AND • MULTIPLE TYPES OF Kill 
· FLY ·BY AND VICINITY OF GROUND/GROUND - DAZZLE 
TAAGET MODES BATTlE CONSIDERED . NEGATION 
· PR OVIDES AIR DEFENSE • REP AlA AND REFURB • RELATIVE FREQUENCY WITH WHICH A DAZZLE 
EFFECTIVENESS TO CAMPAIGN CONSIDERED OR NEGATION FOR USE IN CAMPAIGN 
.... .. ........... ., 
----------------- - -
SPARTA , INC . 
Ada SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
SUPPORTING CAPABILITIES 
• DEVELOPED ALL MAJOR DOCUMENTS FOR Ada APPLICATIONS 
REQUIRED BY DoD-STD ~167 AND DoD-STD 2167A 
OPERATIONAL CONCEPT DESCRIPTIONS 
SYSTEM AND SEGMENT SPECIFICATIONS 
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATIONS 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT I;'LANS 
SOFTWARE TOP-LEVEL AND DETAILED DESIGN DOCUMENTS 
SYSTEM INTERFACE SPECIFICATIONS 
SOFTWARE USER'S MANUAL 
• ESTABLISHED SOFTWARE QUALITY CONTROL FUNCTION 
• ESTABLISHED SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT FUNCTION 
• ESTABLISHED SOFTWARE TEST AND EVALUATION FUNCTION 
. -
E00689-02J()7 
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PITTS9URGH . PA 
TR1P REPORT 
JUNE 25-27, 1989 
BRIAN GOLOIEZ 
PITTSBURGH, PA!. AKRON , OH 
PURPOSE : '.'I'.:lt t he Sof tware Engineel' ing Inst itute IS(1) at 
Car negi~ -Me llon Uni~er5i ty 
1I110I V !OUALS CON TA CTED: 
l ee t-,nlca} S taff 
Or. Mal- i 0 Barbacc i, Senior Merr,ber of the 
DISC USSI ON: The primary of t his tr ip wa s to find cut more 
ab out a software developmen t environment called Ourra. 
Several other activities of the SEI were also discussed 
w~ich could be beneficial to the tr a ining and simulation 
community. The SEI is a Federally Funded Research a"d 
u~velopmen t Center (FFROC). They are funded b y DARPA and 
cha !- t ~(ed ~ o do research work f or the 0 00. 
Durra i s a softwar e development ~nvjronment for 
he t erogeneo us co~pu ting sys t~ms . rST ' s interest in such a 
~rDg~~~mlng environment is dictated by trends toward the use 
of ~ !croproc essors and / or distributed computing 
a r~hi ~ ec turES 1n tr ai ning dev ices. Progr~m~i ng in 
env ironments ~here several d i fferent computing architectures 
a re e mployed is not a straightforward matter. Systems 
i~s:..les re!ated to timing of synchronou s tasks, melttory u sage, 
c ommunication , control, programming, etc . are not 
j ,1':I!,sdiately apparent in heterogenous envi ronments. In 
additio n . A ynam ic a llocation of computing resources is 
nc~ m~l! \ no ~ a feature considered in training devi ces . 
~~rr a pr o vid es a deve l o p men t to develop s~ftware in 
~st ~~~;~neous e~vironments . Its applicabilit y tc training 
de , ~~e~ is not cl ear . dUE to host computers used. tim ing . 
mQni~orln9 fea t u~ cs , and cont l'ol structures ~h ic h ~ou ld h~ ve 
to be develo p ~d for specific training applicati ons. !ST. , 
th':ocg h , .. ,ill b~ r ~ce i vi ng and ins talling Ourra i1"' our lab t o 
address t hese issues. Initial applications will b e with 
re-spec! to our Net working and IntelliQent Sel'l":'-Autorroated 
O~pc·s:rg Force~ tasks 01"1 the BAA. These two tasks r~present 
loosely coup l ed and tightly coupled computer ~ystem5, 
re5pec tivel y . 1ST will be the first sight to exper !ment 
" '1 ~ t-, Durr.; . 
Othe r activities at the SEI could be e x tr e mel y 
~ Ppropr!ate to training. The SEl has develOPE~ training 
S0~!Ha~~ :..ISI ng AI and the new D1gital Video inter act j ~E 
\(''.11' cnip technology being developed by Int e: and 1 ElI·1. 
7 his te~ h~olog y cou ld be appropriate to Embedde~ lrainl ng. 
tn ~ c l as~ rcom o f the fut u re. and o ther train ing technologies 
w~ :~~ c o ~ !d benefIt from an on scr ~e0 g r aphICS c apab ili t y . 
H." 3[ : IS al sc dc.ing ObjE-C~ Q,. iented DEsil;n cof :tl'l"'U I ",tIO"" 
~ ~ : : .~ ~ ~':od u!e s . The , ha ve dEvel~~ed a ~ OO~ , . . ~ f 1 !g~t 
~1r'1 '.Ji Co ~ o(' en91ne module I n AdCi. ~ ! t,...ough t- : ~ <nC:C:.. \E' 
c:·,= .. ~ t £: co r r e c tly . It d oes n !:l t e"ec ute i ,', ,-e ... ltl-e .',0 " do J 
be!:s " f;- !t I S ~~ ~po ns l 'le te. e:-:lernai Int.e, I"l'j:.t,S l '. ~lcal o i Ci 
. ~: . : ~.,. (:. : €- ,' ", ', ! (" 9 s·/'b len. . Ho, ... e ·.· e-, ··:.·.· ,r·.l:, · !.·· ~ :g .. , t 1 ... ·~'J 
'=" ;:,: ,j .. ·.· ""! c· r· .. ;C>~'. €, ,-.v ]ronme nt <:· at !t-,e SE I cou l d t '2'_'-be f ul t o 
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FU;;;POSE : VIs it Loral Corporation to get i ,)fcrmaticn on muiti-
IN(I ! V !('U'=:'LS CQN i ~CTE IJ: 
James Horton . Manag~r of Business Developme n t 
George S"yde r . Mar,age, of Radar Image Geroe>rator 
~ndf Jansen . Engi neering Manager HOT SHOT products 
DISCUSS!ON: 1S T had E''Ip r essed interest i n d ata b ase gen e ration 
anc co~reiat ion techniques to Loral at several previ ou s 
neE ting ~ . This v is it was to r eview Loral cap a b i li ti e s i n 
t~e d et~ base generatio n and cor r e l atio n a r ea . Lo r al 
(formerlv Goodyear Ae r ospace) has been i n volved in d ata base 
~enera t ion and correlation fo r over 4 0 years . This wo r k had 
been pri~ari!y applied to weapon system app l ication . Th e F-
!5 WS T p rogram. though. required rada r gener a t i on 
cilPat. ilit. ies I'lhich I·jere not available . Loral h as d eve l o ped 
,1 re~ar sli'l""..tlat ~r ""ith c o rrelation to a c tuel terrain and the 
~ t h e r ~€~sa r~ (sev~rai E- O sensors ) on t he F - 15 airc r aft . 
! r, ,", d.ji ~:-:lc· n , Lo!"ei ma kes severa. l produc t s fOI ' the Dl"lA and 
;:'r m ~ , In o:.u:Jpcrt o f Per-shing I! ) wh ich ceon g ener-ate and 
c ~ r r ~la t 9 sensor data with actual terr-ain rapidl y . These 
pr o d v = ts could p o te nt ia lly be applied to training devices . 
Loral has also developed ~ part task trainer ~nown a s 
the HOT SHOT. This product simu l ates an F-1 5 or F-1 6 
aircraft . Many of the training f ea t u res o f th is devi ce wer e 
explaine d and demons t rated. This devi ce a ppea r s to offer 
tra ini ng ca p ability in some of the t arget e ng a g emen t tas~ s 
~ f ~re cesign ba s is c. !rcraft . 
• 
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DAT E: Ju I y 13 . 1989 
TO: M. Compani o n, B, Go ldiez. E. Smart 
FROM: T. Clarke 7{)f!'( 
SUBJ: Tr ip Report o f V:si t to Perceptronics and LLNl 
On June 28 and 29 Ernie 5mart an= I traveled to Perceptron i cs and 
Lawrenc e Livermore Na ttonal Laboratory. Ern ie traveled in 
support of th e Arm y lOe and I traveled to gather i nformation for 
the SAFOR projec t . In w~ at ~ollows 1 will discuss the results of 
the t r lp primar il y from the SAFOR viewpoint as t 
ha s covered the busi- e ss and IOC aspects of the 
report. 
Perceptronics 
be! ieve Ernie 
tr ip in hi s 
At Perc ept ronics -e met wi th Azad Madni, Phi l Handley and 
Mlcha e l Fielding . Madni is the Division Manage r of AI and Man-
Mac hine Sys t e ms at Perc e Dtronics. Fielding is a Divis i on manage r 
of same, and Handley . ~ a Product line manager for simulation 
systems. 
The discusion at Pe~ceptronics centered on their COMBAT-sIM 
batt l e simu l at ion sys tem . This system is based on either PC/AT 
or MicroVAX c omputers. Visuals are provided b y a vi deodisc 
p l over. 
COM9QT-slM is de~igned to simulate the militar y commanc 
envi~onment tc train commanders. It has no intelligence a t 
echelcns t> elo,~ ~ he u~er in terf ace level. Because of £ts lack of 
inletl igence . and dependence of ca nned i mages. COM8AT-siM woul~ 
have l I ttle u tili t y i n SAFOR. 
The r e was a lso some discussion with Madni of a proposal that 
Perceptron i cs was submitting to 1ST "Context Template-Driven 
SAFaR Model ing and Si~lat ion". I was able to e xamine this 
proposa l i n detail after the trip. It proposes research designed 
t o produce a design for a SAFaR using the tempt"ate AI technique. 
Since the proposal is for des i gn, not implementation. and since 
implemented SAFaR command and control systems are available from 
Te>eas I nstruments (see companion r e por t) and fro m Lawrence 
Livermore (see below), this proposal should not be co nsidered as 
part of th e 1S T S AFaR effort. 
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Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
Conflict Simulation Laboratory 
At LLNl's CSL we met with Or. Ralph Toms and Arnold S. 
~~ r sha wsk y. Toms and Warshawsky are the principal 5cientist~ in 
CSl. The LLNL management structure is s uch that CSl ha s only tw o 
li ne pos itions. Other positions are staffed b y mili tar y 
personne l and by personnel borrowed from other parts of LLNL. 
The mission of CSl is to simulate conflict in order to 
evaluate the utility of the weapons deve loped at LLNL . The 
emph~ S l S at CSL is thus a bit different from battle simulations 
de velop e d fol'" training purposes. CSL simulations i nc lude 
ey. t er.sive logging and analysis capabi l i t y. The emphasis is on 
making it easy for the operator to contro l the simu la tion, not on 
ac c ur ate ly mOdelling the military command environment.' The 
l earning cur ve for CSL simulations is reporte~ to be very short. 
Never t ~e les s , some CSL simulations have found use in training. 
The nos t mature simulation product of CSL is- Janus (the 
Roman god, no t an acronym). Janu s is a "classic" battle 
s i mu l atio n with players sitting at graphics control stations and 
i nt erac t i ng through the simulated battle . It has no interna l 
inte!l :gence for simulated echelon levels not e ~ pl i citl y 
co n trolled b y players. Janu s is written in FORTRAN, i s hosted o n 
a VAX / VMS and used Tektroni~ 4225 terminals as d isp lay stations. 
Because of its lack of intel ligence, Janus wi ll probabl y be of 
little u s e in SAFOR. 
The CSL product that may be of use in the SAFOR prOject is 
ConMod . As the attachment indicates, ConMod explicitl y model s 
the mi I i tar y command and control hiera r chy. Echelons below the 
u'5.er !evel h ~ve i ntelligenc e needed to develop Operatlon and Tas l-:. 
Or der,: f o r lCI"'er echelons , to Coordinate .. lith para! l~ ! echelons . 
a nd tc S'.Jbm i t Status reports to higher echelons . L.il-:.e Ja nu '5. 
Co~~~d ~a'5. an easy t eo l ear n g rap h ic u s er interface . 
51g n i f i c an tl y , ConMod seperates mOdeling the oh ysical wor ld 
of . c tual force - on-fo r ce conflict, from the cognitiv e wo r ld of 
mi I ita ry command and control. This e~plicit separ.1!.~ion should 
facil i tate u si ng ConMod as the intelligen t command and control 
interf~= c to a SINNET SA~OR. The model or simulation of the 
phys ical conflict would be replaced by an interface to the SIMNET 
envir onme nt. ConMo d appears to be a data dr iven system, so that 
cu s tomizing the force structure for the SIMNET SAFO~ s hould be 
Jus t a matte r of creating the appropriate data files. 
CcnMo d iw written in Ada and runs on a VAX / VMS a nd 
Te~: tr ':)n l l< 4 225 for int erface . Since ConMod Shou ld ~ e 
a t rC fO' l na l c os t, it would seem wise to insu r e that t h e 
uses a 
a vai labl e 
tes tbed 
ha s th e c apab il i t y of hos ting Co nMod. Ada i s alleg ee !\' por ta b l e 
b et'''E'e r. ma chines s o that one of the 80386 hosts '6hou!~ be a~ie to 
run LonMod. Ther e are a l wa ys naggIng ma Chlr-E' depenC! en l 
I nccm02 tlt: i1lt eo:> h o wever , so th at it mi gh t be eas:er :0 ~rOcure d 
MlcrcV .;, .. host. No d ec i sio n h a s to be made no w a s t .... e 1S T 
"Ie l ... orl :nq Lab I S p roc u r i ng a Va)(Sta ll on wl t h Add ~= l nclt t ne 
v~r:DU S oo s sib lillles Cdn be evp l ored. The grclDh:~ int~r f ~ce 
O"" ::"!" "C '5. ~n t n e c'J,"cll iab lllt y o f Tek t ro ni_ h ard .... ,:J ,-e. s:- tha t a T e~ 
~ 225 - ee~s ! o be procu r ed to Insure Co nMod co~oa t d~! : :ty. 
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The ConMod Simulation 
The Conflict Model (ConMod) is an automated, high-resolution., larg~le. AirLand Battle 
sim~rion ~ t L~ corps level with the capability to model eche-lo~~rps. It is 
des;gncd as an analytic tool to mabie the user to exarruM activities of a milituy conllict 
involving air and gTound forces engaged in deep. rear, and dose combat. It simulltes selected 
upcc:s Of comb.:! t combat support. and combat service support. covering a geognpNal extent of 
hundreds of kil orm-tcrs. with a time period of days. ConMod is primarily intended (or 
evaluating existing and propos«l combat systems. tactics. and doctrine in order to provide 
til1"ldy ~-a.!:a:k>:: uw! ~ations to policy rn.ak(n. While designed as m\ analytic tool. 
Cot"_\~oc !s ili.:-o~ to re:surch.. operational support, and training purp;>SeS. 
Founded on control system theory. ConMod takes an object-oriented approach to the modeling of 
military systems. Generic military objects with scenario dependent links (onn military 
organization hierarchies and command and control networks. Planning may be automated 
bela .... · a selectable organiz.ational level. The model uses high resolution physics for the 
simulation of movement, acquisition. engagement.. and communication. Physics cakulations an 
base-::! or: the engineering data lor individual item systems_ 
Using 3D digi~ m-rain, typiea.Uy on a 25()..meter grid, the model has • co~hmsive 
syst~ support ~vironmenl ConMod is wri~ in the Ad. programming Language under the 
V AXfVMS openting system and is currently W\der further development on 0>mpU1I5' systems of 
the V AX 8000 class. Currently, its high-resolution, color graphics user interface runs on 
T ektronil. 4120/4225 series workstations. 
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CONMOD DESIGN CONCEPTS 
ConMod emphasizes five significant features in its conceptual design. These are: (1) command 
and control (O) represent.1tion based on control systerp. theory. (2) sepuation of the cogrutive 
aspects of the simulation from the physica1 aspects. (3) cause and. effect audit trail, (4) d.i.screte 
event simubtion. and (5) extensible model architecture. 1he ntionale for these features stems 
from ConMod's objectives. Each of these will be discussed in tum.. bearing in mind that tilt aim 
or this or any simulation is to represent those characteristics of the system that are perti~t to 
the problem understudy. 
Theoretial B.Jckground 
For automa ted command and control, a control theory approach to organ.i..utions provides a 
theoretical foundation. In this structure, the cognitive aspects of the problem. namely. 
command and control, can be viewed separately from the physical aspects.. Each mHit&l)' 
entity is viewed as a generic object residing in a control system. receiving and sending signals 
which effecc its state or alter the states of other ob;ects.. The signals become the generic events 
of a discrete event simulation . . Objects are, there(ore. related not ,IS? other objects but to the 
actions they are effected by and cause. Within this overall organizational framework. the 
control agent is modeled using a theory of management. 
Cognitive Plane Uld Physical Plane Sepantion 
The orgu\iutions intenct on two separate but related planes: the cognitive plane and the 
physical plane Each independent organization has its o~ cognitive plane. but it shares a 
physical pl.ane with .aU other independent organiz.ations. Thus. there is .a single physical 
pl.ane but a cognitive plane for each of the opposing forces. 
This separation of the problem rC'COgni.zes two distinct types of modeling effort. The physical 
plane deals with physica l processes such as sensing, moving, engaging. and communicating. The 
cognitive plane emphasizes the management processes; pl.anning. directing. controlling. 
coordinating and reporting 
Cause ;and Effect Audit Trail 
In a model whose purpose is analysis. the ability to identify ause and effect is vital. In the 
ConMod design. a mechanistic viewpoint is imposed whet"eby .U effects ha.ve ito known ause 
and all effects arc cakulablc. This is achieved by requiring two entities: objects and actions. 
When tv.'o objects interact through an action. there are also two ~ts: ~ cause eYf!'nt and the 
effect e\·ent . 
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Discntt Ev~t Simul~tion 
10e need for a cause and effect audit trail combined with the need to examine individual item 
syste:rTIS l~s to a di~e event simulation. ConMod is conceived as an event driven.. variable 
resolution model. 1he simulation proceeds thtough the execution of scheduled (queued) events. 
One event is either an object initiating an action (cause event) or an object being acted upon 
(effect evenl). 
Since ConMod resolves events down to selected item systems on digitized J..D ternin. it becomes 
possible to use actual kx:ations for determining range and range-dependent variables, such as 
the probability of hit and probability of kill (Ph and pit). lNs Allows cause .. 00. effect to be 
established using the actual locations and actual times for discrete events, particu1arly sensing 
and engaging. These low-level events are modeled stochastically. 
Extensible! Model Arch1ttcturt 
Constant change is the norm of the military world. In order to acconunodate the future changes 
in weapons systems, organizations, operations, tactics, and doctrine, ConMod adopted an object-
oriented development method . Since a clear distinction is made between cognitive and 
physical processes, future extensions that utilize knowledge based system concepts can be 
facilitated . 
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COMMAND AND CONTROL SIMULATION CHARACIERISTICS 
In this section, the import.Jnt simulation features relating to command and control are further 
developed . First the contTol system and organiutional theory are applied to comN! 
simulation. Then the cognitive/physical separation is ,described. Next military organizations 
an shown as they fil into the st:ructure, and their management fwlctions a~ described. 
Control System Theory 
A system can be defined as .it. group of objects interacting with each other wough well defined 
actions and behaving as a unified whole with respect to the system's environment. 
A control system is composed. of two subsystems: (n a controller and (2) a producer. The 
conb-oller attempts to contTOJ the productr's behavior in the presence of environmental 
interactions. 
A metacontrol system is a special kind of control system. Metacontrol is the control of a 
controller. nus has the effect of distributing or stacking control through various levels. as is 
corpmoruy done in organizations. 
An organization behaves as a control system. It attempts to control its producers in the presence 
of interactions with the physical environmenL An organization is the union of a management 
metacontrol system and a production control system. 
A lUe:rardUcal organization has a layering of management metacontroUer.i in its management 
metaoontrol system in order to provide the desired span of control of a number of specialized 
production control systems. Typical organizational structures may be constructed by combining 
features from a centralized structure and a decentralized structure. In the cenlr.a.lized 
organization,. rugh level managers may exert control down several levels, i.ncluding control of 
production controllers, while in the decentralized organization, high level management 
controllers only control other management controllers. 
Cognitive and Physic.al Sepul.tion 
As described previously und~ d~gn concepts, the a system in ConMod is 5ep;anted from the 
physical combat proce:s.ses.. In the model, this is expressed in terms of planes-two cogniti~ 
plu.es. one for each opposing side in the conflict; and one ph~al pluw:. for the: interaction of 
forces.. In terms of org;anizational theory, the a system is the management rnetacontroller, and 
~ force system is the production control system. 
The 0 system is composed of cognitive objects related by cognitive actions. It lies entirely in 
the cognitive pla.ne of ils respective side. The configuration of a C2 system nay be customized 
to reflect a panicular hit"rarchicaJ organizational structure. 
The for('e system is ('omposro of ac1 ive and passive physical objects. Acti ve physica l obj<'cts 
include such things as si ngle weapo n systems. tactical g rou pi ngs (ai rcrd t nights. ta nk 
pLuoons. e tc.), command posts. logistics centers, and communica.tions centers. r.ssive physiCiJI 
ob;.xls Include such things as unissued supplies. unissued equ ip ment. unassigned personnel. and 
barriers. The force system ma y interact with the C2 system through the mana~menl actions: 
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plJ nni ng.. d irecting, controlling.. coordinating. and rrporting. The force system also interacts 
.... ; th the common environment system and may Gluse physica1 actions which affect objects in 
the ronunon environment 
Co mmon environment objects lie in the physial pbne. They include temin, vegetation, 
hydrographic features. and culturill featur~ as well as weather, radiation, and chemical 
contamination 
It should be notoo that the interaction between two opposing sides 0C'C\.I.n only in the conunon 
physical plane. There is no direct co~on bet'wtoeh cognitive plAnes. Thus. ConMod. excludes 
what might be termed politica1 JJFOCeSSeS, such as ctirect negotiations between the cognitive 
parts of opposing sides. Blue has no way of directly manipulating Red's cognitive proc:nses.. 
This implies. for example, that i! Blue wants kJ deceive Red, it has to manipulate objects or 
events in the physica1 plane t.hr. ~ rNght . . "epreL 
Gen eric Objects in Milituy Orgr..z.ltion Hil!nl'dlies 
The extensibility objecti ve of ~..Mod·$ devetopmer.t requires a conceptuAl architecture and 
softwa re design which will allow tOr continuous expansion of the number and l:ind.s of military 
functionali lies represented . It is recognized that the partitioning of military activities into 
functional a reas is largely doct:"""::-.al. Military entities typiwly perform tasks in more than 
one functional area . In considera::ion of differing organizational doctrine on both sides as well 
as 10 allow for future developmeru.s.. the discussion 01 military entities is in generic terms. 
ConMod must be able to model a wide variety of military forces and organizations. Because of 
the differences In doctrine. $lz.e.. arpniz.a~ procedures, a.nd. equipment between scenarios 
that can be modeled. ConMod uses a number of generic: objects whose charaderistics ~ 
specified by the an.alyst to represent real world decision making groups or fighting objects. 
ConMod also allows the analyst to specify lines 01 c:ocnmand and. coaununiation so that he can 
assemble these customized objects into a military structure that represents the real world 
StnlC1'Ul'e of whatever force is being modeled. nus modeling approach is c:alled objed~riented . 
The objecl-oriented approach satislies the need. for Oexibility and extensibility. An analyst 
examines the mili ta ry forces and weapon systems of interest and chooses a ge~ric modeling 
object that best performs the opentional functions required at each of the rul world convnand 
organiu tions or by each of the fighting units. After selecting the appropriate generic objects. 
the analyst must customize them by specifying a data base of characteristics thai direct their 
performance during the simulation.. for example. if the analyst wants to model a Us. M1Al 
unk pl.toon, he would choose a generic Oose Combat Unit (CCUN) and specify the spt'N, 
range, firepower, vulnerability, etc. of M1Al tanks. After establishing the appropriate 
characteristics. tht analyst specifies the chain of corrvnand. that ties subordinatec and. superiors 
together as weB as communications links that allow coordination witNn tM chain of convnand 
or with organiLations in other command structures. 
In ConMod each object is a finite state machine. The state of each objtct at any lime during the 
simulation depends on: (l) its characteristics specified at the ~Ming of the simulation, (2) 
the aC1ions o( other objects on it, (3) its aclions on other objcds. 1nc actions on a cognitive object 
by other cognit ive ob;ccts in tht C2 system are: (1) directives it r~ives from its superiors 
th rough the co mmand hnes, (2) coordinatio ns it rc-cci ves through conununication links. (3 ) 
repolls II receives from subord ina tes. If the object is a physical objlxt in the fO f('\! system. its 
st ate is not onl y innuenced by the directivC$ it receives from superiors, and ('()Ordinations it 
r('C(',v('S throuGh commumcatlOn lin ks but a lso by the environment. by what its sensors dC't('(I. 
3:1d hy Ihe r('Su l! of any comba t aclion. 
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Objc<ts withif! .the force system of each side are tactical groupings appropriate to the resolution 
of the simulation. Some examples are artillery batteries, comrn.and posts, and aircraft fljghts. 
Active force system objects are capable of perfonning specialized tasks in the physical plane. 
One way to express this specialiution is to consider that each force systml ob~ has its own 
specific language. For example, artillery batteries use a language that is distinct from that 
used by aircraft flight s. The language specific activities performed in the C2 system afe 
represented by what may be termed authority centers. 
The cognitive authority centers are mapped into real world military objects. The mapping 
allows flexibility in designating. for any particulaT force structure, who performs II specific 
cognitive activity. By closely relating these objects to real world entities, such as command 
posts. their behavioral characteristics can be demonstrated. 
Two types of authority centers Nve been included in the ConMod co~pt: (1) control 
authorities at the lowest level. and (2) mission authorities at higher levels. Tht'Se ~re- '5hown 
in Figure I . 
A control authority exercises tactical control over a group of specialized force system objects. 
Some examples are Artillery Control Authorities (AR1I'CA). Close Combat Control 
Au thorities (CCCA). and Air Defense Control Authorities (ADCA). Control authorities 
re«ive an operation order from a superior and attempt to execute the order by issuing detailed 
tasking to assigned force system objects. Control authorities report their status to their superior 
and may request support for their operation through coordination channels when authorized. 
Mission authorities exercise operational control over subordinate forces.. lbty receive a broad, 
directive which includes allotments of forces and resource. The language of mission 
authorities reflects the types of operations their subordinate control authorities can exealte. 
Mission authorities may also control other mission authorities of the same type. This is 
indicated in Figures 2 and 3. Examples are Force Mission Authorities (FMA), Ground Mission 
Authori ties (GMA), and Air Mission Authorities (AMA). Mission authorities issue mission 
directives and operation orders to their subordinates. They may request support for their 
mission through coordinati on channels when authorized. 
MuugW"lent p~ for CODUJu.nd and Control Objects 
Each a object is a management ennty capable of perfonning five pt"ocesses: (1) planning. (2) 
directing. O} controlling. (4) reporting. and (5) coordinating. Management processes must be 
customiud for ~ particular a object; however, the data now between pl"OC"HSl!S is generic to aU 
Q objects. 
Key to the management process is the local data maintained by e.ach C2 ob;ert (1) the plan, (2) 
the perceived situal1on, and (3) policy d.ata. The plan may be either the result of An Automated 
planning process or, for those objects in a manual planning modt, a manually prepar'!'d plan. 
Plans conform to constraints imposed by a superior on ils subordinate through A directive. Tnt 
perceived situation is updated from information reccived through feedback and coordination. 
Tne perceived situation ha s three aspects: (1 ) en vironmental perception. (2) tl\re.JIt perc~pl1on. 
and (3) friendly perception. The environmental perception includes current kno\O.'lcdge of objects 
in Ine com mon envi ronment . Threat perception includ<"S current knowledge (If objc<"ts in the 
opposing organizat io n·s fo rce, fu sed to tne appropriatc level for planmn&. The friendl y 
p!'rception incl ud es current knowledge of other objects in thc sa me organiution. includ ing 
mvnedlate subordInates. Policy data is characteristic data used by the man.JIgl'mcnt processes. 
Poll c), da ta co nt a Ins In fo rma ti o n with d oc tr inal a nd procedu r.a l i mpl ic at ions 
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CONMODCOMMAND AND CONIRQLDfEORY 
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OBjEcrs 
Objects ar~ the significant military eonlities in the simulation whose stale changes are recorded 
in the simulation history fOT analysis purposes. Usted below an'! t~ ob;eas tNt ~~t the 
cognitive authority centers and the physical fon:e objects. 
Mission Authorities: 
Force Mission Authority 
Ground Mission Authority 
Air Mission Authority 
Control Authorities: 
Corrunand. Control. and Corrununic.ation: 
C3 Control Authority 
Ground Combat 
Oose Combat Control Authority 
Artillery Control Authority 
Military Intelligence Control Authority 
Electronic Warfare Control Authority 
Air Defense Control Authority 
Air Combat 
(FMA) 
(GMA) 
(AMA) 
(OCA) 
(CCCA) 
(ARn'CA) 
(MICA) 
(EWCA) 
(ADCA) 
Air to Ground Control Authority (AGCA) 
Air to Air Control Authority (AACA) 
Reconnaissance Control Authority (RCCA) 
Resource Management Control Authority (RMCA) 
Fol't"t Objfft:s 
Command, Control and Communication: 
C3 Unit 
Ground Combat 
O ose Combat Unit 
Artillery Unit 
Fire Support Target Gen~rator 
Milita ry Intelligence Unit 
Eh."clronic WarfaT(" Unit 
Air Defense Unit 
Air ()cfense Target Generator 
(ClUN) 
(CCUNI 
(ARlYUN) 
(FSTG) 
(MIUN) 
(EWUN) 
(AOUN) 
(ADTG) 
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Air Combat: 
Air to Ground Right 
Air to Air flight 
Aircraft Gener-ation Unit 
Fortt Mission A'Cihority (FMA) 
(AGFLn 
(AAFLn 
(ACGUN) 
~ FMA is the combined urns III&Nger. jl provides the campaign guidance and opentionaJ 
control of assigned FMA's, GMA'~ AMA's, and (3CA's. lbe FMA receives .. Mission Directive 
and graphic control measures froC'Ia superior FM.A or the analyst/planner. 10e FMA then: 
ana1yz.es its environment, thru:. and friendl:!" situation.; d.evelops its plan; coordinates as 
required; and issues the appropnatt fMA Mission Directives, GMA Mission Directives, AMA 
Mission Directives, and C3CA Ope!:ations Orders with associated graphic control meuures. It 
receives the status reports of a..ss:irned FMA's, GMA's, AMA's and. C3CA's and issues its OWTI 
stltus report to its superior FMA. 
The FMA is the cogrutive activr-y which plans and provides high level force integration 
conunand and control. It does not provide deta:ilr<1 air and ground directives to its subordinate 
FMAs, G~. AMAs andC3CAs.. It pcovides only the conunander's intent in terms of a broad 
directive and the allotment of major forces and resources in support of a main ~on or campaign. 
A scenario example of an FMA is a US Corps. 
Ground Mission Authority (GMA.:l 
The GMA provides c::ampaign pidance to subordinate GMA's and operational control of 
assigned CCCA's, ARTYCA's. an: OCA's. The GMA receives a Mission Directivt a.nd graphic 
control measuJ'1S from its controlling GMA or FMA. 1be GMA then:: analyzes its tnvironment, 
thr~t, and fritndly situation; coordinates as required; develops its plan; and issues CMA 
Mission Dirt'C'tives, CCCA O~tions Ordtrs. ARTYCA Operations Orders, and DCA 
Operations Ordtf'S.. It assesses tht ground campaign through information r~ived from the 
status reports of subordinate CMA's, CCCA's, and ARTYCA's. The GMA provides operational 
control oC its D inhastructure through subordinate OCA's. 
A scenario ~ple of a GMA is a US Armored BatWion. 
Air Mission Authority (AMA) 
The AMA ~ovides campaign guidance to subordinate AMA's and operational control oC 
assigned AGCA's, AACA's, RMCA's, and au's. It ~ives an AMA MisOOn Directi~ and 
issues AMA Mi!oSion Directives and subordinate CA Operations Ordtrs. It assesses air 
campaigns through information received from the status reports of subordirute AMA's. It 
asst"SSC5 air to ground and air to air operations through information rettived from CA SlahJS 
reports . The AMA may coordinate with other mission authorities when 4Iuthorizcd . It 
provides opera Ilona I control of il~ 0 inCrast ructure through a subordinate DCA. 
A SC('nario e-xample of an AMA i ~ an Allied Tactical Air Force. 
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CommMld. Control ~d Communiation Control Authority (C3CA) 
A OCA is ~ s.signed to .. mission authority to provide tactial mntrolaf the OUN's which 
comprise the mission authority's C3 infrastructure. The OCA receives a OCA Operations 
Order from a mission authority and composes ta.s1cing orders for its assigned OUN's. TIle C3CA 
~i~ coordinations and issues C3CA Ope:n.tion Support Coordinations. 1bese coordinations 
are the means by which messages are passed from cognitive objects for tnnsmission by a 
physiC'<il J GUN. " 
A scenario enmple of a C3CA is a US TAC <.:ammand PosL 
Oose Combat Control Authority (CeCA) 
The CeCA provides tactical control of assigned CCUNs. The CeCA rece:ives an Operations 
Order and gnphic control measures hom a GMA. The CCCA then: analyzes its environment. 
threat, and friendly situation; develops its plan; coordinates .s required; and issues CCUN 
Task Orden and graphic control measures. It receives the status reports of a$igned CCUNs and 
issues its own status report to its GMA. It is the cognitive activity which plans and rontrols the 
execution of a close combat operation. The CeCA does not provide support to other agencies but 
does have other agencies supporting it. Supporting agents may be Air Ground Flights 
(AGFLTs), Artillery Units (ARTYUN's), Fire Support Target Generator's (FSTG's), or 
Artillery Control Authorities (ARTYCA's). 
A scenario example of a CCCA is a US Mechanized. Battalion. 
Air Ground Control Authority (AGCA) 
The AGCA provides tactical control of assigned Air Ground Flights (AGFl.. Ts). The AGC.A 
receives an operations order induding graphic control measures from an Air Mis,s;on Authority 
(AMA). The AGCA outes a plan and implements the plan by issuing AGFtT Task Order and 
coordinating with others as required. It receives the status reports of its subordinates and issues 
a status repor1 to its superior AMA. It is the cognitive activity which controls the execution of 
air to ground operations to include: Battlefield Air Interdiction (BAI). Oose Air SupPOr1 
(CAS), Air Interdiction (Al), and Offensive Counter Air (OCA). 
A scenario example of an AGCA is a US Tactical Air Control Center (TACO. 
CommAnd. Control U\d Communci"tion Unit (OUN) 
The DUN is the forn' system object which provides a physical signature represe1'ting command 
posts, communications posts, and sensor posts.. It may serve as a physical host uNt for mission 
authorities and contra authorities. It is tactically controlled by a DCA. 
A SC'Cnario eumple of " OUN is an E·3A Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) 
a ircraft. 
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Clos( Combat Unit (COJNl 
The CCUN is the forct: system object which provides for physical ~xecution of dose com\}al 
tasks. The C(UN is normally a gmuping of individual homogeneous items systems. but can be 
an individual item system. Moving and sensing are performing from a single location within 
the unit template, with capabilities detenruned from the aggregate of its individual item 
system properties and template. The CCUN selects which item systems will engage. and 
mgagement is performed at item system resolution. It is tacticaUy controlled by a CCCA. 
A scenario example of a CCUN is .ill US Tank Company. 
The AGFLT is the force system object that provides for the physical execution of an air to 
ground attack mission. 1he AGFLT is normally.ill flight or grouping of ain:nh item systems 
although it an consist of a ~ itml. Moving, sensing and engaging are all performed using 
the flight as the object. 'The AGFLT is launched and recovered. by an Aircraft Genel'iltion Unit 
(ACGm-l and is t>ctic1Ily <X>Nr>:>IIed by an AGCA. . . -
A scenario example of .ill AGFl.. T is a flight of (our F-16s. 
For more information on the ConMod Project.. contact: 
John Rhodes, ConMod Project Manag.r 
L-315, Conflict Simulation Laboratory 
Lawrence Uvennore National Laboratory 
Uvermore, Cali(ornia 94550 
(415) 422-6550 
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NAME: E. Smart 
DATES : May 1989 
TRIP REPORT 
LOCATION: Ft. Leaven~orth. 80M, Montery CA., Perceptronics, Los Angeles 
several locations were visited during this trip. The trip ' ~as 
taken in support of the PM TRADE IQC. During the trip issues related 
to simulated forces were pursued with the intent of paving the way . for 
fol l ow up visits by technical people on the simulated forces project . 
80M and Perceptronics are both involved in 
simulated forces. Invitations for follow-up visits 
were received. 
work r e lated to 
to both l ocations 
A numbe r of contacts related t o the simulated forces effort were 
made at Ft. Leavenworth. Initial discussions were held with Mr. Herb 
Westmoreland of the Battle Command Training Program Office, Lt. Col. 
John Strand of the Future Battle Laboratory and Mr. Bernard of the 
combined Arms Training Activity (CATA). The Future Battle ' Laboratory 
is the primary contact for the seamless simUlation issues which we will 
need t o address. At the CATA, which is responsible for battle 
simulation hardware requirements, a demonstration of a prototype PC-
based data logger was viewed. The prototype development was sponsored 
by Ft . Knox. This low cost alternative data logger appears suited to 
our needs. 
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TRIP REPORT 
HAKE: T. C l arke 
DATES: M.l), 10 , 1 989 
LOCATI ON: SPARTA , Inc ., Huntsville Ala . 
On May 10 I met travelled to Huntsville t o visit SPARTA Inc. 
SPARTA desires to use transputers on the SIMNET and had contacted DARPA 
who refe rred t he m to PM TRADE who referred them to 1ST . I decided t o 
visit them unde r the RIse HiTech grant to investigate, and see whether 
the r e might be any possibility of collaboration. 
I met ~ith James watson, head of SPARTA's Advanced Data Processing 
L2~cra ~ o ry in Huntsville, and was introduced to Bill Fiorentino who 
r,.a:-:.ases t.he Deve lopment Engineering operations. Dave Auld , an lnmas 
sales enginee r, d rove over from Atlanta. 
S?=rt.a has developed their XP (Xpandable parallel) coprocess ing 
syste:7. L!nder sponsorship of Rome Air Defense center and NASA. The XP 
cc~sist s of AT bus expansion chassis containing lnmos Taoo transpute r 
cards ln~erfa ced La an AT host. The demonstrated the XP running an SDI 
bat. t.le 5: .::.: 1a :. ion using 22 processors and also executing finite element 
5'tru C'tU ~ ':~ analysis (NASTRAN) using 32 processors. The NASTRAN code 
.... :as pCor~€:d fro ir, f ORTRAN to the Occam language u sed in the XP using a 
SP~qTh developed FORTRAN to Occam translater. Jim Watso n said t hat 
arrang e=,cn'ts could be made for 1ST to use thi s translator t o trans l ate 
'the t~TS: flight s imulator benchmark. SPARTA is also a beta site t or 
transputer Ada and would work with us on Ada applicat i ons. 
S?;~Th's desire is to use their transputer e xpertise together with 
hard~are suppo rt fr~m lnmos to develop a trans puter based visual system 
fo!'" use on SI XNET/C T2. Dave Auld I s back of the envelope calc~l~tions 
indicate that 256 T212 (16 bit) transputers could meet C T CrG 
require=ents for less than SIDOK. They are probably a little late fo r 
thi s r ound o ' C2T2 but their system would be a very intriguing SIMNET 
er G. 
1n:7,05 has a un iversity grant program that would pay for 
hard ... 'arc. at 1ST . Jim Watson indica tes tha t he needs about 
cover €;.:penses of do ing work a t 1ST. 
the eIG 
S50K to 
I t hink we should pursue the IST/SPARTA/lnmos collaboration. I 
\.:z.s ver \" iT.1pressed with SPARTA 's transputer expertise and this i s a 
ve:- \· s cad o~portunity to learn a l o t abo ut this technology rapidl y . 
fc:- a fai rl y s mall s um we can leverage a lot of hardware and soft .... are 
ex?er t ise. As the attached white paper detail s, the SPARTA/lnmos 
te chnol ogy ... ·ill also have applicat i ons in OpFor as we ll as the vi sual 
a :-ea. The SPARTA/ lnmos e lG is a RIse simulator app lication 50 a fe ' .... 
S!' f r o;, the RI se HiTech would be very appropriate (maybe SPARTA .... ill 
open i!n Orl ando office.) The remainder could come fro m some 
conbinat io n of visual and DARPA OpFor funds. 
l~ o t C' that SPARTA is a s mall business and they are will i ng t o cone 
t o O:-la nco f o :- disc ussions . 
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TRIP REPORT 
NAME: M. Companion 
DATES:. Hay 18, 198 9 
LOCATION : eel (Co nsultant's choice Inc.), Roswell GA. 
While on personal business in Atlanta, I scheduled a visit to 
Consultant' s choice Inc. (CeI) in Roswell, GA . This visit was arranged 
subsequent to discussions with lIH (Integrated Inference Machines) who 
develop LI SP based coprocessors boxes for AT class machines. They 
indicated that eel was developing a neural network based battle 
simulation that ran on their machine. At eel I met with Paul Lampru , 
Senior Project Manager responsible for their intelligent systems ~ork. 
Tech 
the eel is a smal l business that is a spin-off from Research Institute. Their initial area of endeavor 
intelligence area and they are still heavily involved in 
The primary a r eas that we discussed were in the areas 
simulation and terrain data bases . 
Georgia 
was in 
that 
of 
area. 
battle 
The project t hat eel is working on with 11M i s the development of 
a battl efield situation assessment simUlation based on nested neural 
nets. They a r e heavily involved in systems which integrate both 
symbolic (rule-based) processes and neural nets. They are one of the 
feu people that · ","'e have found to have actual experience in multi-
architecture software systems for battle simulation. This expertise is 
directly appl i cable to some of our initial concepts for the testbed. 
They are also heavily involved in the development of tactica l 
terrain data bases for the Army based on object oriented programming 
which has direct app lication to our :simulated forces activities. 
They identi f ied several potential area s where 
considered for technical support to the program. 
1. Object oriented programming for terrain and 
11M machine. 
2. Providing tactical synthetic terrain data. 
). The development of neural networks, their 
integrati on with other software simulat ions. 
~. Conversi on of programs from sequential 
arc hitectures. 
they might be 
transfer into th e 
application and 
to transpute r 
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